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Good going at Galway
Dramatic structure for Leicester
Flexible steel wins at White City 
Designers take to new Tubes shapes
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Whether you are a construction client, designer or
contractor, there are many advantages to naming
Corus as the supplier of structural sections for your
project. Our new Advance™ section range provides
more product choice and is the easiest way to comply
with the new Construction Products Regulations.

You can’t put a price on peace of mind,
but you can put a name to it.

The things you can’t see make the difference

Advance™ is the new name for
structural sections from Corus

To find out more about our new Advance™ sections
range and how the changes will affect you visit
www.advancesections.com 
or telephone +44 (0) 1724 405060.
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OF YOUR FLOORING.
USE DRAMIX®

STEEL FIBRES.

Dramix Steel Fibres. 
Are added to the mix
prior to pumping to form
pre-reinforced concrete.

The combination of Dramix® steel fibres and Kingspan
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and higher projects are in the pipeline. Download the

case study book from www.kingspanstructural.com.
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Editor’s Comment

A main driver of the constructional steelwork sector’s aim to continuously improve 
its performance on all fronts has been the recognition of the importance of ensuring 
that workplaces are safe for employees, the employees of others and the public. 
Steelwork contractors have a very solid reason for congratulating themselves on this 
front, with release of figures from the BCSA (see News) showing that the steelwork 
sector is one of the safest parts of the construction industry to work in.

This puts to shame the recent suggestions in concrete sector advertisements that 
there was something unsafe about the steelwork industry. There are in fact a host 
of reasons why constructional steelwork sites are inherently safer than sites where 
a legion of trades is falling over one another. Any construction site is potentially 
hazardous when proper precautions haven’t been taken, and the steelwork sector can 
be proud that its efforts to make work safer for its employees, other workers and the 
public have been unstinting. The success of the strategy obviously makes the effort 
worthwhile.    

Sheds show a sustainable way  
Sheds still have a lacklustre image, but the sector is turning into one of the most 
dynamic on the sustainability front. The dull image is out of date anyway, especially 
when you consider the increasing number of distribution and logistics centres 
that are keeping steelwork contractors busy up and down the country, with giant 
structures of 500,000m2 increasingly becoming common. 

It looks like the sheds sector has been selected by major developers to spearhead the 
property sector’s drive towards greener buildings. Last year at the major networking 
event for the sheds market sustainability was barely mentioned other than at 
specialist sessions. At this year’s Sheds event, held in February, sustainability took 
centre stage and two of the biggest developers seemed to be in competition to prove 
who could build the greenest distribution or logistics centre. There will be more 
about this in next month’s NSC. 

The steel sector is at the forefront of these developments since virtually nobody 
chooses to build sheds in any other material. Other market sectors are taking 
note. Currently one of the construction boom sectors is shopping centres. Towns 
throughout the UK are being transformed in a new wave of retail investment, which 
has not escaped the notice of the government. As we went to press Chancellor 
Gordon Brown was to meet some of the UK’s biggest retail landlords as part of an 
ambition to push shopping centres to the fore of the sustainability debate. Corporate 
social responsibility promoters Business in the Community say shopping centres are 
often seen as climate change pariahs, but retailers are keen to show that they are 
playing their part in battling climate change. 

Companies of all types are soon going to have to behave in radically different ways 
from what was enough in the past; it will not be enough just to not damage the 
environment, but companies will be expected to act in ways that positively promote 
sustainability. For example be able to measure their own carbon footprints if they 
want to work for many clients. Sustainability is no longer merely rising up the agenda 
– it now sets the agenda.

Safety success

Nick Barrett - Editor
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Four more parts of Eurocode 3, the 
European standard for the design of 
steel structures, have been issued 
by BSI.
 Dr David Moore, BCSA Director of 
Engineering, said: “This is the sec-
ond of three tranches of standards to 
be issued.”
 This latest batch includes the 
standards for the design of cold 
formed members, stainless steels, 

plated structural elements and ten-
sion components.
 Design of Steel Structures Part 
1-3 gives design rules for cold formed 
steel products made from coated 
or uncoated thin gauge hot or cold 
rolled sheet or strip. This Eurocode 
will partially supersede BS 5950-5, 
BS 5950-6 and BS 5959 when BSI 
withdraw these standards in March 
2010.

 Part 1-4, supplementary rules for 
stainless steels gives recommenda-
tions for the design of structures us-
ing austenitic, austenitic-ferritic and 
ferritic stainless steels. “There are 
no conflicting national standards,” 
explains Dr Moore.
 Design of steel structures Part 1-5 
gives design requirements for stiff-
ened and unstiffened plates which 
are subject to in-plane forces. Ef-

fects due to shear lag, in-plane load 
introduction and plate buckling for 
I-section girders and box girders are 
covered. 
 This standard will partially super-
sede BS 449-2, BS 5400-3 and BS 
5950-1 in March 2010.
 The fourth standard is the Design 
of Steel Structures Part 1-11 which 
outlines rules for structures with 
tension components made of steel, 
which due to their connections are 
adjustable and replaceable. 

NEWS

Competitive sustainability 
boosts market share for steel
Steel has broken the 2005 record 
share of the multi storey non-resi-
dential building frames market, with 
a 71.8% share in 2006 of a market 
that rose by 3.7%, according to the 
latest Market Shares Survey from 
Corus.
 The figures produced by inde-
pendent market researchers Con-
struction Markets confirm steel as 
overwhelmingly the material of 
choice of architects and structural 
engineers for building frames. The 
Construction Markets figures show 
that the market rose to 13.74M sq m 
in 2006, the highest since the record 
breaking 13.8 in 1988.  
 In the key offices market, which 
grew 9.5% in 2006 and industry fore-
casts say will be a growth area for 
some years to come, steel has in-
creased its dominance with a rise in 
market share to a record 73%, from 
71.9% in 2005. 
 This is the 26th in a series of sur-

veys undertaken by Construction 
Markets. Steel’s market share for 
multi storey frames has risen from 
33% during that time. Behind the dra-
matic success lies a story of im-
proved productivity across the con-
structional steelwork sector that has 
seen massive investments made by 
Corus and steelwork contractors. 
 One of the marked features of the 
UK economy in recent years has 
been the huge investment made by 
retailers and logistical companies in 
building ‘sheds’, a market which 
grew substantially in 2006 and in 
which increasingly sophisticated 
and large structures are being built. 
Steel’s share of this market grew to 
89.5% in 2006, from 89% the year be-
fore.
 Corus General Manager Alan Todd 
said the survey sets the record 
straight after misleading claims 
made during 2006 that concrete was 
increasing its share of markets. 

‘What this independent survey con-
firms is that the overall market rose 
during 2006, and some concrete sup-
pliers no doubt saw their order books 
rise. Proper interpretation of the sta-
tistics though shows that they have 
not captured market share from 
steel, which is continuing to increase 
its market share in targeted sectors 
like healthcare and education.’
 Mr Todd predicts that increasing 

recognition of the sustainability ben-
efits of steel will continue to drive its 
penetration of key markets. ‘Clients 
are getting more sophisticated in 
their analysis of sustainability claims 
made for various materials, and are 
increasingly finding that steel is dif-
ficult to beat when the combination 
of environmental, social and com-
mercial aspects of sustainability are 
fully considered.

Latest Eurocode update issued

Steelwork is nearing completion on the highly unusual £16.5M firstsite:newsite 
project in Colchester, Essex. 
 The job is an ambitious partnership to create a visual arts building with regional 
and international significance, to house work by local artists as well as the 
University of Essex collection of Latin American art.   
 The scheme is an extension to the original firstsite art gallery based nearby in 
the town’s centre. The new building has been designed by Rafael Viñoly Architects 
and the main contractor is Banner.
 Dave Chadwick, Project Manager for steelwork contractor SH Structures, said 
the job is complex as all of the perimeter columns lean out at differing angles.
 The 4,500m2 building is totally column free on the inside and consequently 
the stepped long-span roof has been one of the main challenges for the steel 
erector.
 “To erect and install the long roof trusses, which are spliced in the middle, 
we had quite a complicated procedure,” said Mr Chadwick. “Using two mobile 
cranes we had to support the adjacent columns with guys while the truss was put 
into position, then when the roof and columns were bolted down we were able to 
infill with secondary beams and columns,” he added.

Steel forms crescent 
shaped gallery
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NEWS

A large quantity of circular hollow sections sup-
plied by Corus International’s Singapore office, 
have played an integral role in creating a surfing 
theme for the city’s harbour front development 
known as VivoCity. 
 Designed by Japanese architect Toyo Ito, the 
wave inspired facade and roof needed 280t of 
steel, sourced from Corus Tubes.
 Bernard Chung, Structural Sales and Technical 
Manager at Corus International Asia said: “This 
was a truly international project with Japanese, 
European and other Asian companies all working 
side-by-side. To minimise cost on project supply, 
we were able to work closely with Continental 
Steel, the sole distributor and stockholder of Corus 
Tubes’ Celsius structural hollow sections.”
 “This enabled us to eliminate double handling 
by arranging direct delivery from Corby to the fab-
rication yards in full 40t container loads,” added 
Mr Chung.
 VivoCity is set to become Singapore’s largest 
and most diverse retail and lifestyle destination. 
The development boasts more than 300 retail out-
lets, an amphitheatre, a 7,000m2 open-air plaza and 
a 300m harbour front boardwalk.   

Tubes make waves in Singapore

Big reduction in falls from height injuries
BCSA has reported that during the period from 
2004 to 2006 there was an 80% reduction in the 
number of reported construction related falls from 
height, while there were also no major injuries, 
compared to eight for the previous two years.
 Peter Walker, BCSA Health and Safety Manager 
said the BCSA has been monitoring monthly data 
from the National Steelwork Contractors Group 
during 2006.
 “In this same period there were no fatal injuries 
reported to the HSE,” said Mr Walker. 
 “In fact, the general trend of reportable 
accidents is reducing within the industry which is 
a direct result of the steel construction sector 
working with the main contractors to ensure 

adequate conditions are in place to allow the safe 
erection of steelwork,” he added.
 The BCSA says it welcomes the revised 
Construction (Design & Management) Regulations, 

which are due in April 2007, as they will improve 
safety by ensuring that those with on-site influence 
to make work safer do so through better planning 
and management. 
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A new distribution centre for ASDA, known 
as Project Storm, is nearing completion in 
Doncaster.
 Located on the Redhouse Interchange, 
one of the region’s largest distribution 
parks, the warehouse will require Atlas 
Ward Structures to design, fabricate and 
erect more than 2,000t of steelwork.
 Measuring in excess of 220,000m2, 
Project Storm will be used as a national 
distribution centre for ASDA’s non-food 
merchandise.
 Atlas Ward was awarded the contract 
by main contractor Simons Construction 
on behalf of leading sustainable logistics 
property developer Gazeley. 

Warehouse 
creates a storm 
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Caunton Engineering’s erection de-
partment recently secured a night-
time possession to erect the final 
two sections of new 150m long link 
bridge at East Midlands Airport.
 The footbridge was assembled 
into seven sections on site which 
required more than 100t structural 
steelwork. The final two 15m-long 
elements, each weighing more than 

16t, required two mobile cranes - 
one 80t capacity unit and another 
60t crane - to lift the structures into 
place.
 Caunton’s Erection Manager, 
Andrew Austin, said: “Working 
over night meant the intrusion and 
inconvenience to passengers was 
kept to minimum.”
 The bridge, known as the West 

Pier, is designed to enable pas-
sengers to walk undercover to ad-
ditional departure gates, serving 
five aircraft stands on the recently 
completed apron extension. 
 The project will provide access 
to the new apron via the bridge 
which will connect to a new two-
storey extension to the Interna-
tional Departure Lounge.
 Working on behalf of main con-
tractor Bowmer and Kirkland Build-
ing Services, Caunton is erecting 
more than 200t of steelwork at the 
airport.  

A new Corus software package, 
known as the Slimflor Integrated 
Design Suite (SIDS) and designed 
by SCI, has been launched and 
is now available from the Corus 
Construction website.
 The new updated package designs 
and analyses flooring solutions of 
both Slimflor Beams and Asymmetic 
Slimflor Beams and supersedes a 

suite of individual programmes.
 John Moran, SCI IT Manager 
said SIDS simplifies the design 
process by allowing designers to 
define a problem and then making 
assumptions for Slimflor solutions.
 “The designer can just enter the 
spans and loads and SIDS will offer 
a potential beam solution,” he said.
 The user is then able to refine the 

solution to incorporate elements 
such as fire protection and service 
holes in the beams.
 Corus Construction and Industrial 
Marketing and Product Development 
Manager, Roger Steeper said: “This 
software gives steel designers a 
simpler, quicker and more usable 
design solution.”
 A SIDS phase two is currently 
in preparation. This package will 
incorporate Rectangular Hollow 
Sections and will be available this 
Summer.
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Construction News 
15 February 2007
Car park rebuilt
The concrete car park, built 
by Kier subbie CV Buchan, will 
have to be completely rebuilt. 
Castlepoint had been hoping 
to start construction work early 
this year but has not yet begun. 

Construction News 
8 February 2007
Piccadilly rising
To make everything that lit-
tle bit easier, the steel beams 
come with the sockets already 
in place. The idea was to do as 
much as possible away from 
the site. A reduction in plant 
and manpower on site equals 
fewer costs and risks, much 
to the delight of the client and 
health and safety team. 

New Civil Engineer
15 February 2007
Concrete delays steelwork at 
Twickenham
The delayed construction of 
the concrete sway frame in 
turn delayed Cleveland Bridge 
which was contracted to erect 
the steel frame and precast 
concrete terracing for the mid-
dle and upper tiers.

New Civil Engineer
1 February 2007
Steel more sustainable
Steel Construction Institute 
Manager of Sustainability 
Michael Sampson urged engi-
neers to look ahead to demo-
lition. “Steel goes into other 
steel products; at best con-
crete will be crushed and used 
as fill,” he said. 

Concrete Sustainability  –
Supplement distributed in  
The Times
13 February 2007
Concrete Repairs
Poor workmanship and aging 
concrete result in serviceabil-
ity limit state failures and is one 
of the most serious challenges 
facing the industry. Untreated 
unsightly cracking can reduce 
consumer confidence and in 
the long term lead to structural 
failure.

BCSA training initiative launched
BCSA said it is in the planning stage 
for what will be the most wide rang-
ing and comprehensive training pro-
gramme for the steel industry.
 Covering all skills and aspects of 
the industry, from on-site tasks to 
fabrication, and steelwork design to 
social skills, the BCSA hopes to pro-
vide the steel construction industry 
with a new training initiative which 
covers the wider human resource 
(HR) needs of the sector.  
 “With increasing steel construc-
tion output it is vital that the industry 
maintains, refreshes and develops 

its skills base,” said Dr Derek Tordoff, 
BCSA Director General.
 “We’ve surveyed and had plenty 
of feedback from the industry,” said 
Dr Tordoff. “Now we know what the 
sector needs, we’re in the process of 
putting something into place.”
 Dr Tordoff said the BCSA will 
be seeking to organise nationwide 
courses and certification, while 
a number of existing training pro-
grammes would be added to the 
framework.
 Meanwhile, boosting take-up of 
university entry for civil and struc-

tural engineering degree courses is 
also being examined.  
 “The scheme will cover all skills 
vital to getting a job done success-
fully,” added Dr Tordoff. 
 A number of issues will be covered 
in the initiative and these will include: 
establishing a simple business case 
for better HR management; agreeing 
with client sectors how professional 
HR will be developed for the steel 
sector; providing the means for RQSC 
recognition of best HR practice, and 
developing suitable HR key perform-
ance indicators for the industry.    

Software update 
simplifies design process

Overnight work bridges 
the gap at airport

Captions: The pier was erected in 
seven steel sections. 
Below: The final sections were 
lifted into place overnight to  
minimise disruption at the airport
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Following SIAC’s acquisition of 
Bison Structures, now known as 
SIAC Tetbury Steel, the company 
has appointed Howell James as 
Managing Director and Chief 
Executive of its UK business. Mr 
James joins from AMEC and will 
be responsible for operations in-
cluding glazing, facades, roofing 
and cladding. 

Kaltenbach has announced the 
dates for the International Part-
ners in Steel event 2007. Running 
from 25-27 April, visitors can 
see demonstrations of the latest 
steel processing and handling 
equipment, including a robotic, 
fully automated structural steel 
welding line. Anyone wishing to 
attend the event should contact 
Filomena Petronzi Tel: 01234 
213201.  

The Australian Steel Institute 
(ASI) will be holding a Steel Con-
struction Convention from 28-30 
October in Sydney. The ASI said 
it is expecting a strong attend-
ance from UK delegates and 
partners. For further details con-
tact the ASI at www.steel.org.au

A new CSCS card, the PQP (Pro-
fessionally Qualified Person) 
card is now available. It is pre-
dominantly aimed at those with 
recognised qualifications and 
membership of institutions with 
CPD who need to visit sites, but 
are not site based. 

The new CDM Regulations are 
with the Minister to be signed 
before implementation on 6 
April 2007. The Approved Code 
of Practice is now prepared but 
will not be published until the 
regulations are signed. An offi-
cial launch of the CDM will take 
place on 6 March at the Con-
struction Confederation Offices. 

Graham Wood Structural has 
announced a record turnover for 
2006. Managing Director, Russell 
Thomson said: “Our success is 
born out of our reliable and flexi-
ble service and our confident be-
lief in the future of the construc-
tion industry.” The company has 
recently invested more than £1m 
in new fabrication equipment for 
its Lancing, East Sussex facility.

New European standard for 
fabrication and erection
From early 2008 a new European 
standard for the fabrication and 
erection of steel structures, known 
as EN 1090-2, is set to replace the 
current British Standards.
 “The standard for the Execution 
of Steel and Aluminium Structures is 
currently with the CEN project team, 
but will go for formal vote this year 
and when approved it will replace 
both BS 5950-2 and BS 5400-6,” said 
Dr David Moore, BCSA Director of 
Engineering.
 “There are a number of significant 
differences between the old 
and forthcoming standards that 
specifiers, designers and steelwork 

contractors should be aware of,” 
said Dr Moore.
 EN 1090-2 introduces the concept 
of Execution Classes. There are 
four of these classes and each one 
details requirements for safety in 
critical structures. 
 Execution Class One relates to 
farm buildings, while Two, Three and 
Four cover buildings, bridges and 
special structures such as power 
stations respectively.  
 Each class has a set of parameters 
governing fabrication and erection, 
and these include traceability, 
marking, tolerances and welding 
quality management.

 “Specifiers can classify structures, 
components or details in terms of 
the Execution Class, or there may be 
over-riding national regulations that 
do so,” added Dr Moore.
 The standard also makes Welding 
Quality Management to BS EN 
ISO 3834 mandatory through the 
Execution Classes. 
 “This means that the quality 
system shall cover all procedures 
as detailed in the appropriate part 
of BS EN ISO 3834. Depending on 
the Execution Class, the steelwork 
contractor will need to identify a 
responsible welding coordinator,” 
summed up Dr Moore. 

Skanska UK specialist steel decking company Richard 
Lees, has notched up one million accident-free man 
hours.   
 The company said this statistic has been achieved 
despite its workforce being employed on some of the 
most demanding environments in UK construction.
 Mark Kelly, Environmental Health & Safety Manager 
at Richard Lees, said: “We work on all manner of projects 
from high-rise office developments to small mezzanine 
floors. But, whatever the size and complexity, there’s an 
inherent risk.”
 The recent achievement follows a sustained health 
and safety drive at the company. This included the 
introduction of safety netting as the default method of 
fall arrest for operatives working at height during the 
installation of decking systems.

Steel decker reaches safety landmark

Steelwork erection has recently 
been completed for the new 30,000 
seat capacity stadium for the Milton 
Keynes Dons football club, with the 
facility scheduled to open for the 
2007-08 season in August.
 Rowecord Engineering has erect-
ed more than 4,000t of structural 
steelwork for the project and is cur-
rently installing the last remaining 
sections for the adjoining 5,000 ca-
pacity arena.
 The stadium features a ground-

breaking architectural structural 
steel design, says Sinclair Knight 
Mertz, engineers for the project. 
 The company says the main driver 
for the design was to create the il-
lusion of the canopy roof over the 
seating to appear as a floating disk 
over the stadium. 
 The structural design solution 
needed to rely on elegance through 
simplicity and so the hovering disk 
appearance was achieved through 
an innovative development of the 

standard cantilever steel roof form.
 Rowecord says this was done by 
using cantilever trusses to span the 
35m above the terraces, and com-
bining the use of square and circu-
lar hollow sections to give the most 
economical solution in terms of de-
sign and fabrication. 
 Meanwhile, the four sides of the 
roof are linked through a weave of 
slender tension only bracing mem-
bers which efficiently perform multi-
ple structural functions.

MK Dons stadium ready for new season
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NEWS

BCSA publishes guide to loading and unloading
A good working practice guide to 
loading and unloading vehicles has 
been published by the BCSA.

“The publication will assist 
in the identification of the ap-
propriate means of protect-
ing personnel from falls from 
vehicles by using measures 
described in the Work at 
Height Regulations,” said 
Peter Walker, BCSA Health 
& Safety Manager.

The Work at Height 
Regulations rely on risk 
assessments to be used 
as the best practice, but 

Mr Walker said these assessments 
should avoid putting more people at 

risk while installing and disman-
tling the fall pro-

tection.
“ B u i l d -

ing a scaf-
fold around 

a trailer, for 
instance, to 

allow access 
could put two 

scaffolders at 
risk for longer 

than putting one 
person onto a 

trailer for a short period of time, 
while the scaffold would also need 
to be dismantled,” said Mr Walker. 
“A sensible approach to assessing 
the risk for all activities is needed not 
just doing something for sake of it.”

The aim of the BCSA guide is to 
improve health and safety during 
loading and unloading of steelwork 
from trailers, by ensuring a consist-
ent approach is taken.

The guide covers the early involve-
ment of those that are in control of 
the site and the need to pre-plan de-
liveries by vehicles. Information on 
risk assessments is also given along 

with the need to assess the residual 
risks that are caused when resolving 
one problem but introducing another 
at the same time.

“The steel construction indus-
try has reacted responsibly to the 
Work at Height Regulations and will 
continue to train and educate those 
involved in loading and unloading of 
vehicles,” summed up Mr Walker.

The Work at Height During 
Loading and Unloading of Vehicles 
Code of Practice (BCSA Publication 
Number 43/07) is available from 
BCSA - telephone 020 7839 8566, 
price £10 incl p & p

Diary

8 March 2007
Preparation for Eurocode 3
One day course. Swindon

13 March 2007
One day seminar on 3D Modelling for   
the Steel Construction Industry.
Cost £80 + VAT (£60 + VAT to BCSA members).  
National Liberal Club, London

13 March 2007
Connection Design Workshop
One day course. Edinburgh

23 March 2007
Connection Design Workshop
One day course. Dublin

27 March 2007
One day seminar on Corrosion   
Protection for Infrastructure Projects.  
A joint Highways Agency, BCSA and RQSC  
seminar. Cost £80 + VAT.  National Liberal Club, London 

27 March 2007
Portal Frame Solutions
One day course. Gloucester

22 May 2007
One day seminar on 3D Modelling for  the 
Steel Construction Industry.
Cost £80 + VAT (£60 + VAT to BCSA members).   
Cedar Court Hotel, Huddersfield

6-7 June 2007
The design of steel bridges
Wrightington Hotel & Country 
Club,  Wigan. £215 inc VAT. www.corusevents.com, 
email events@corusgroup.com. t 01724 405060

For all SCI courses, contact Sandi Gentle, email:  education@steel-sci.com  telephone: 01344 636500
For BCSA seminars contact Gillian Mitchell, email gillian.mitchell@steelconstruction.org  telephone: 020 7839 8566
For all Corus events visit www.corusevents.com, email events@corusgroup.com  telephone: 01724 405060

StruCad V12, the latest software innovation launched by 
AceCad offers a number of improvements and additional 
benefits over previous packages.
 Cameron Haywood, AceCad Marketing Manager said: 
“Users can benefit from increased productivity arising from 
the incorporation of the latest solid rendered technology.”
 “This, combined with improved dynamic model manipu-
lation leads to a more flexible modelling environment and 
when used in conjunction with new connection tools, en-
hanced shaping facilities and innovative interactive model-
ling functions, facilitates significant advantages,” Mr Hay-
wood added.
 A new DWG browser is available and additional sup-
port for import and export of DWG, DXF and DWF formats, 
together with improvements to the automatic drawing 
system. AceCad will ensure all these features maintainin-
creased flexibility of output.
 Collaboration tools have been enhanced through new 
StruCad freeware which delivers increased 2D and 3D 
functionality. StruCad V12 also includes cold rolled up-
dates, the latest DSTV standards and a new hot rolled CAM 
system for maximum CNC/CAM compatibility.

AceCad launches 
flexible solution

The BCSA’s website, www.steelconstruction.
org is being increasingly used by specifiers 
wishing to find information about steel con-
struction companies, products and suppliers.
 Derek Tordoff, BCSA Director General, said: 
“There is a steep upward trend of more and 
more monthly requests for member company 
information. We are now getting circa 400 re-
quests per day.”
 Meanwhile, during January the New Steel 
Construction magazine website www.new-
steel-construction.com continued to go from 
strength to strength.
 During the month the most viewed articles 
were the features on the East London Railway 
extension and the technical piece on fire pro-
tection of beams with web openings.
 However, topping both of these articles, and 
possibly proving that web viewers also have a 
historical leaning, was the 40 Years Ago Build-
ing with Steel article which received 119 hits.
    The story entitled New Steelwork Specifica-
tion, outlining the contents of the 5th edition of 
the National Structural Steelwork Specifica-
tion for Building, received 62 hits and was the 
most viewed news item for January.

Websites’ 
popularity 
increases
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Sports

Above: The stand will be 
topped with a 31m wide 
steel roof.
Below: The roof features 
a 14m cantilever.

One of Ireland’s best known and most popular sporting venues will open its new steel framed 

grandstand for July’s Summer festival of racing. Martin Cooper reports from Galway Racecourse.

Galway Racecourse plays host to one of Ireland’s 
most popular and historic race meetings every Sum-
mer. The three-day festival event is attended by 
thousands and this year punters will be able to en-
joy the races from a new state-of-the-art grandstand. 
 Horse racing in County Galway has a long 
tradition and can trace its history back to the 13th 
Century, when organised meetings known as horse 
matches were regularly held. 
 Racing meetings at Ballybrit - the location of 
Galway Racecourse - were first run in 1869. and 
since then the annual event as blossomed into one 
of Ireland’s most popular sporting events.  
 With attendances increasing year-on-year, the 
Course’s old west stand was deemed to be too small 
and a new replacement grandstand was viewed as 
the only way to keep pace with demand. 
 Work on site began at the end of last year’s 
Summer festival in August, and commenced with 
the demolition of the existing stand. An eleven 
month window was effectively in place as the new 
stand had to be ready for 2007’s festival, which 
begins in July. 
 “This tight timetable was one of the biggest 
challenges associated with the job,” says Alan 
Poulton, Project Partner of Campbell Reith. “Moving 

this year’s race meeting to another course wasn’t an 
option, so everything had to be finished quickly,” he 
adds
 Including ground level, the new steel framed 
grandstand will be a four-storey structure, with pre-
cast concrete terracing, topped with 14m cantilever 
roof.
 The two lower levels will offer 700 free seats, 
bar facilities, snack areas, restaurants, tote hall and 

toilets, while the top 
two levels will consist 
of private boxes offer-
ing panoramic views 
across the course.
Ian Kerr, Ballykine’s 
Managing Director, 
says steel erection be-

gan in the Autumn, once the groundworks had been 
completed, and was predominantly finished during 
a 12 week programme. This included intumescent 
paint which was applied in the workshop and ap-
proximately 4,000m2 of metal decking.
 “A lot of pre-planning was necessary because 
of the tight schedule,” explains Mr Kerr. “We 
had to liaise closely with other trades working on 
the project. For instance, as the majority of the 

“Moving this year’s 
race meeting 
wasn’t an option, so 
everything had to 
be finished quickly”

Nearing the 
finishing post
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steelwork had intumescent paint, elements such 
as glazing support brackets had to be welded in 
place in the workshop as site welding would not be 
possible. This also helped the follow-on trades and 
saved time on site,” he explains.
 As all of the construction work had to be 
scheduled around Galway Races’ events calendar, 
the job was carried out during the inclement Winter 
months. This caused a few problems as the area 
experienced some severe gales at the back end of 
2006 and the site was actually closed on a number of 
occasions.
 The grandstand has a total of 67 trusses, most of 
them different sizes and consequently very labour 
intensive to produce. This, combined with the five-
hour drive for steel deliveries, from Ballykine’s 
County Down facility in Ballynahinch to Galway, is 
the reason Mr Kerr is understandably proud of the 
way his company performed.  “Logistically, the job 
was quite difficult,” he says.
 Column and beam steelwork for the first, second 
and third levels was erected in predominantly 7m x 
7m bays, being replaced with double space 14m x 
14m bays at the front of the grandstand on the upper 
two storeys. This design was to ensure better view-
ing from the upper floors by erecting fewer columns.
 “To support these floors we had to install ten 
large trusses on two levels,” explains Mr Kerr.
These 1.6m deep floor trusses were erected parallel 
to the Course - length wise - and had to match the 

profile of the glass elevation.
 However, all parties involved with the project say 
the roof was the most challenging aspect of the job. 
“Simply describing the shape of the roof is quite 
difficult,” says Mr Poulton. “If you started with a 
rectangle, added a circle at either end and then cut 
the tops off the circles you’d get an idea of where 
the roof’s shape started out at,” he adds.
 On plan the roof is not symmetrical, but is very 
nearly lozenge-shaped. It is 92.5m long, 31.25m wide 
and 20.5m high.
 But it is the curvatures of the roof which made 
the construction time-consuming. The structure 
curves longitudinally, while there is also a traverse 
curvature. “This means there are only four standard 
grids for the whole roof and those are in the 
middle,” explains Mr Poulton.
 “Geometrically the roof also differs front and 
back,” adds Mr Poulton. “As there is 14m cantilever 
at the front and only a 3m overhang at the back.”
More than fifty 3m deep trusses were erected at roof 
level. The steel sections vary in length and were 
lifted into position as complete pieces. The trusses 
are taper in two directions and ultimately give the 
roof its unique shape and curvature.
 Commenting on the new scheme, Horse Racing 
Ireland’s Chief Executive Brian Kavanagh, says “Gal-
way is undoubtedly the jewel in the crown of Irish 
racing, and the new grandstand development will 
further enhance facilities for the racing public.”

Sports

Far left: The five-storey 
structure was built 
with 14m-long columns 
spliced at 2nd level to 
give the overall 28m 
height.
Left: Steel made the 
stand’s 18m cantilever 
roof possible.

FACT FILE
Galway Racecourse, 
Republic of Ireland
Main client: 
Galway Racecourse
Architect: EPR
Structural engineer: 
Campbell Reith
Project manager:  
Gardiner & Theobald
Main Contractor:  
Michael J. McNamara 
Steelwork contractor: 
Ballykine Structural 
Engineers Ltd
Steel tonnage: 700t
Project value: £14M

Sports

Above: Steel erection 
was primarily based on 
a 7m grid plan, being 
replaced by a 14m grid 
plan on the front rows of 
the two upper levels.
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Once complete the Leicester Performing Arts Cen-
tre (PAC) will form one of the main elements of a 
new Cultural Quarter rapidly taking shape in the St 
George’s district. Leicester City Council is currently 
in the process of relocating most of its key arts, me-
dia and broadcasting services into the area, which 
was once home to a thriving textile industry.  
 The Leicester Theatre Trust says its vision for the 
PAC is to create a theatre ‘turned inside out’ offering 
itself as a total resource for professional artists and 
community members to take and share in the com-
plex.
 Put simply, this means the inner workings of the 

theatre, its craft and technical components, will be 
exposed to the street and allow passers-by to view 
such things as rehearsals, scenery construction and 
costume making. 
 It is intended to be as open as possible to the 
public gaze, and once complete, the idea is that peo-
ple in the street or foyer can see the whole produc-
tion process as well as the final performance.
Inside the four level 13,000m2 building there will be 
a main foyer and two auditoriums. The main 750-
seat theatre and the smaller 350-seat venue, are 
conceived as islands containing balconies arranged 
in an intimate manner that helps control acoustics. 

One of the most innovatively designed theatres ever built in the UK, incorporating high levels 

of architectural transparency, is being built in Leicester. Martin Cooper reports.

Arts

Theatre offers an  outside view

FACT FILE
Leicester Performing Arts 
Centre
Main client: 
Leicester City Council
Architect: Rafael Viñoly
Structural engineer: 
Adams Kara Taylor
Main contractor: 
Bovis Lend Lease
Steelwork contractor: 
William Hare
Project value: £55M
Steel tonnage: 5,200t
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There is no distinction between front and back of 
the house because the central stage is part of the 
lobby and circulation area.    
 The client’s strong vision has been one of the 
main driving forces behind its unique and innova-
tive architecture and structural design. 
    Architect for the job is US-based Rafael Viñoly - 
his first project in the UK - and he says by dissolving 
distinction between production and performance, 
the building extends this art form into the public 
realm, making it more accessible. 
 Rafael Viñoly Architects consequently designed 
the Performing Arts Centre to include a fully-glazed 
transparent facade, which allows the two auditoria 
and the stage to be revealed to the street outside. 
     Jim Dunn, Project Director for Adams Kara Tay-
lor, says the scheme has not just been driven by the 
need for openness. 
 He adds: “The challenges for the job weren’t just 
associated with getting the architectural vision cor-
rect, we also had to deal with a very tight and con-
fined site, which ultimately dictated the shape of the 
building.”
 One side of the theatre abuts a multi-storey car 
park and consequently didn’t need to be glazed, but 
the other three facades, especially the curvature 
of Rutland Street at the front elevation, lent them-
selves to the impressive sweeping glass frontage of 
the complex.
 “The large curved facade is also central to mak-
ing the theatre transparent,” adds Mr Dunn. At 
ground level there is no structure, just 5m high 
sheets of glass joined together to create a seamless 
transparent wall. Above the glass wall is a 130m-
long mezzanine walkway suspended from facade 
columns, which will enable people to circulate at 

first-floor level. 
      In order to main-
tain the transparent 
vision for the struc-
ture it was decided 
to have as few view-
blocking columns 
along the facade as 
possible. To achieve 
this, there are in 
fact no structural 

columns and everything is suspended from the roof. 
This includes the facade and walkway, a 125m2 con-
ference room and all heavy plant. 
 Bovis Lend Lease started work on site in June 
2005 and once the inner concrete structure, base-
ment and cores were complete, steelwork erection 
was able to begin in early 2006.  
 Steelwork contractor, William Hare has erected 
more than 3,000t of steel for the roof structure, with 
the remainder of its final 5,200 tonnage being ac-
counted for by two steel-framed shoulder blocks 
which will house administration offices, workshops 
and changing rooms.
 The steel roof is made up of a number of 6m 
deep trusses which have varying spans from 25m to 
30m. The roof is also functional, explains Mr Dunn. 
“The plant room hangs from the bottom cord of the 
trusses and acts as ballast.”

There are no 
structural columns 
and everything is 
suspended from the 
roof, incuding facade, 
walkways and a 
conference room

Arts

Theatre offers an  outside view
Above: A sweeping glass clad facade will hang from the roof.

Below: Bringing the public closer to the performance was the major driving force behind the 
project’s transparent design.
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Above and below: Trusses were lifted into position in 25m-long sections.

 The glazed facade, walkway and its concrete 
deck, are also suspended from the huge steel roof 
via 18m-long tapered columns, spaced at 6m inter-
vals. The walkway, which links both of the shoulder 
blocks, also has supporting Macalloy tie rods sup-
porting the back.  
 Meanwhile, supporting such a vast steel roof 
and associated members was always going to be a 

structural challenge. 
The building’s four 
main concrete cores 
support the roof via 
huge sliding bearings, 
which cater for thermal 
movement and allow 

the roof structure to move laterally and independ-
ently of the concrete cores.  
 “The cores are four table legs and the roof is 

like a giant tablecloth,” is how Martyn Woodhouse, 
Bovis Lend Lease Project Manager describes the in-
novative roof structure.  
 Actually erecting the roof and delivering steel 
into the confined site via some narrow roads was 
also a logistical feat. 
 Mr Woodhouse says the truss sections were 
brought to site in 25m-long sections and then weld-
ed on site. “Anything bigger wouldn’t have been 
deliverable,” he says. As most of the truss sections 
didn’t exceed 30t in weight, one 500t mobile crane 
and two tower cranes lifted all the roof steel mem-
bers into place.
 “Cost was also an important issue,” stresses Mr 
Dunn. “So in conjunction with Bovis and Hare we 
decided on erecting and assembling all the trusses 
using just one single trestle.”
 By using just one trestle there was limited prop-
ping required and so steel erection costs were kept 
to a minimum.  
 Once the roof was erected work began on the fa-
cade’s columns and this was also a tricky and time-
consuming job as all members had to be precisely 
positioned so glass panels could be fixed between 
them. 
 “We were working to some exact tolerances for 
the glass panels,” says Mr Woodhouse. Working 
out the degree of deflection on the main structure 
caused by the weight of the facade and the concrete 
mezzanine walkway was complicated. 
 When the Centre opens in 2008 it will replace the 
existing Haymarket Theatre as well as providing a 
home for the locally renowned Phoenix Arts Centre’s 
live programme. 
 Culturally-led regeneration programmes have 
been successful in cities such as Bilbao and Gates-
head, and both the city council and the Leicester Re-
generation Company see the Performing Arts Centre 
and the surrounding Cultural Quarter as key to the 
city’s renaissance.

Arts

Above: 18m-long suspended columns support a walkway.

“The cores are four 
table legs and the 
roof is like a giant 
tablecloth”

Below: The completed 
theatre will be one of the 
main attractions of Leices-
ter’s new cultural Quarter.
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Education

The construction of the John Smeaton Community 
High School in Leeds represents the final phase of a 
£100M PFI project which involves building five new 
secondary schools and one primary school on five 
separate sites throughout the city.
 The overall project will benefit more than 5,800 
young people and provide them with state-of-the-art 
teaching facilities and sports areas.
 Elland Steel worked with main contractor 
Carillion on all of the schools and has fabricated, 
supplied and erected more than 3,000t of structural 
steelwork. For the John Smeaton School alone, the 
company erected 725t of steel as well as installing 
5,300m2 of metal decking, and precast stairs.   
 The work at the John Smeaton School involves 
a £30M extension which is scheduled to open in 
September. 
 Bob Thorpe, Elland Steel Managing Director, says 
the company has a ‘Preferred Specialist Contractor 
Trading Agreement’ with Carillion working within 
the supply chain.  
 “Our early involvement gave us the opportunity 
to utilise our expertise and maximise the 
effectiveness of our overall performance throughout 
all of the schools,” explains Mr Thorpe.
 Elland Steel completed its work at the John 
Smeaton School in a 12 week programme which 
included 10 weeks of on-site steel erection.
 The John Smeaton School consists of three 
teaching blocks, two with three-storeys and one a 
two-storey unit, connected to a central hub building 
via a covered street. The three-storey hub building 
is approximately 120m long, while the teaching 
blocks vary between 40m and 50m in 
length. 
 However, it wasn’t the size of the job 
which was challenging, but the tight 
schedule. Simon Wainwright, Partner 

of Buro Happold, explains: “The plan geometry 
of the school was the real challenge and to avoid 
this complexity impacting on the programme  
the design was developed using 3D techniques 
adopting component standardisation to minimise 
the number of different steelwork elements used.”
 A key factor in achieving the programme was to 
have the flexibility of building the major elements 
of the school in phases. Mr Wainwright, says Buro 
Happold, in conjunction with Elland Steel and 
Carillion developed a phased construction method 
whereby the teaching blocks and the main hub 
building could effectively be built independently. 
The phased building sections were designed to 
be independent structural elements linked by 
movement joints.   
 “As the majority of floor spans were kept within 
efficient limits, deflection wasn’t a critical criteria 
and therefore we were able to minimise the weight 

of steel members by 
increasing the grade 
of steel,” adds Mr 
Wainwright.  
     Elland Steel erected 
more than 2,000t of 
steelwork and 17,000m2 
during Phase One 
of the project. This 

involved three schools - South Leeds High School, 
Carr Manor High School and the Shakespear/
Primrose High School - all being erected at the 
same time. 
 Phase Two included the John Smeaton School 
and the nearby Ralph Thoresby School both being 
erected during the same period. 
 Mr Thorpe concludes: “Our close and strong 
working relationship with Carillion enabled us to 
complete five projects in two phases and on time.”   

We were able to 
minimise the weight 
of steel members 
by increasing the 
grade of steel.

Top 
marks 
for Leeds 
schools

Close cooperation 

and standardised 

steelwork played 

an important role in 

the completion of a 

multi-million pound 

schools project in 

Leeds. 

John Smeaton School, 
Leeds
Main client: 
Leeds City Council
Architect: 
Seymour Harris Keppie
Structural engineer: 
Buro Happold
Building services 
engineer: Buro Happold
Main contractor: 
Carillion
Steelwork contractor: 
Elland Steel Structures
Steel tonnage: 725t

Above: Five schools 
were completed in two 
construction phases.
Below: The John Smeaton 
School’s steelwork was 
erected in 12 weeks.
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Education

The Bristol section of the national flagship 
Building Schools for the Future (BSF) programme 
has the distinction of being the first to reach 
financial closure in June 2006. Bristol City Council 
says the initiative will see the launch of a new 
strategic partnership in the city to deliver radical 
improvements in the quality of schools and other 
education facilities over a ten year period. 
 The programme is funded through central 
government Private Finance Initiative (PFI) credits 
worth £150.7M together with some £9.5M of the 
council’s own funds.
 The first phase of the Bristol project will see the 
rebuilding of four facilities: Brislington Enterprise 
College, Hartcliffe Engineering College, Speedwell 
Technology College and Whitefield Fishponds 
Community School.
 Two of the projects, Speedwell and Whitefield, 
are both well under way and due to be completed 
by Summer 2007 and Spring 2008 respectively. 
Work on the other schools is currently at an 
early stage, and these projects are scheduled for 
completion in late 2008.
 Mark Giltsoff, Project Director for main 

contractor Skanska, says the project is very 
exciting for local kids as it will give them a fantastic 
learning environment assisting in raising education 
standards across Bristol.
 All of the new buildings are replacement 
structures at existing schools, and are generally 
being built on former playing fields. Once 
construction has been completed, the majority of 
the old buildings at the sites will be demolished, 
making way for new playing fields.
 William Haley Engineering is fabricating, 
supplying and erecting 1,700t steelwork for all of 
the projects. Jeff Naish, Haley’s Project Manager 
says Whitefield has the most visible steel elements.
 The company is supplying approximately 440t 
of steelwork for this school, and this is for two 
complete structures, steel roofs for three other 
concrete framed buildings and a long signature 
wave-like roof to cover a central enclosed street.
 The overall make-up of Whitefield School 
includes three concrete framed two-storey teaching 
blocks arranged along the back of a central covered 
street, with two larger steel-framed structures at 
the front. These two larger blocks, either side of 

Building for the future
FACT FILE
Building Schools for the 
Future (BSF), Bristol
Client: Bristol City Council
Architect: Wilkinson Eyre
Structural engineer: Arup 
& Skanska Technology
Main contractor: Skanska
Steelwork contractor: 
William Haley Engineering
Project Value: £119M
Steel tonnage: 1,700t

A pioneering schools project in Bristol is making extensive use of steel for many of its buildings and signature elements. 

Below: Linking all of White-
field’s blocks is a covered 
street with a distinctive 
wave-like steel roof.
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the main entrance, are also linked into the central 
avenue.
 The two steel-framed blocks will house an 
assembly hall, sports hall, dining room, kitchen and 
administration offices. 
 “Steel was chosen for these structures because 
of the required long spans,” explains Duncan Overy, 
Project Manager for Arup. “The spans are 20m for 
the assembly and sports halls where column free 
areas are important.” Haley erected these long 
spans with two  beam sections, 14m long and 6m 
long, and splicing them together.
 Mr Giltsoff says the covered street at Whitefield 
separates the teaching blocks and provides the main 
focus and hub within the school, combining the key 
circulation, social and dining spaces. 

 The steel roof structure 
that spans across the street 
twists and curves along 
its 100m length reflecting 
the dynamism and activity 
in the space below. The 
twist is formed simply by 
pivoting the steelwork about 
a horizontal axis, with the 
curve accentuated by the 
varied plan.
 The wave-like roof 

has a varying width of between 6m to 14m and 
its undulating appearance is formed by a series 
of crossbeams at 3.6m centres, all set at different 
angles but on the same central axis.
 “The clerestory glazing separates the roof and 
the building parapets and allows it to float,” adds 
Mr Giltsoff. “This in turn highlights the wave form, 
making it legible externally from around the site 
perimeter, but more significantly allows dramatic 
internal street views of the curving soffit.”   
 The roof is unusual and Skanska was initially 
unsure how it would work out. “We decided at an 
early stage to erect a demonstration section of roof 
next to our site offices,” explains Mr Giltsoff. “We 
wanted to be happy with the design prior to Haley 
erecting its steelwork,” he adds.
 “We actually set out and erected a temporary 
mock up at site of one of the more complex sections 

of roof,” comments Mr Naish. “It worked very well 
and there’s no doubt this roof structure couldn’t be 
done in anything else than steel.”
 The roof will be covered with a metal decking 
and to facilitate a quicker installation of this cladding 
Haley has fabricated and erected all adjacent 
columns and beams with fixing studs already on. 
 Steelwork erection is also currently progressing 
rapidly at the Speedwell Technology College. Haley 
is erecting 235t of steel on this site for two large 
structures, either end of a predominantly concrete 
school building. 
 Speedwell is a four-storey development with 
a double-level assembly hall at one end, and two 
sports halls at the opposite end. Throughout the 
middle of the building, over the concrete frame 
there is also a steel roof. This area is to be glazed 
and will give a bright, light area to the ‘street’ below. 
This area gave Haley a challenge in that the erection 
had to be over an open area where plant equipment 
could not enter.
 “Haley’s erectors had to climb and straddle 
the finished painted steel to access some areas,” 
explains Mr Naish. This meant that the method 
had to be planned, agreed and tested in advance to 
ensure everyone was aware of their actions during 
erection and what they should do if there was a 
problem.  
 “Like Whitefield, this school has buildings 
requiring large open column-free areas and steel 
was the obvious choice,” says Mr Naish.
 The assembly hall at Speedwell is a two-level 
building measuring 25m by 20m and has 20m long 
spans. Meanwhile, the two sports halls have equally 
long spans and required Haley to deliver some long 
sections of steelwork to the site. 
 All of the schools are in mainly residential 
areas and access has been a slight problem, says 
Mr Naish. “Getting steel onto site, especially at 
Speedwell has been a bit problematical as the only 
way in is via a narrow street where we have to 
negotiate around parked cars. Other than this all of 
the steelwork has so far gone to plan,” he adds.
 Steelwork has recently begun at the Brislington 
Enterprise College, with Hartcliffe due to start later 
this year. 

Education

Above: Whitefield School will 
have three teaching blocks 
and two larger steel framed 
buildings at the front.
Above near right: Whitefield’s 
covered street with its signa-
ture roof.
Above right: Approximately 
440t of steelwork will be 
erected at Whitefield.

The steel roof 
structure that 
spans across 
the street twists 
and curves  
along its 100m 
length.Below: The signature steel 

roof has a wave-like appear-
ance formed with beams all 
set at different angles but all 
on the same axis.
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Speed of construction was paramount for a 
new distribution centre which forms one of the 
first major regeneration projects of the Thames 
Gateway. The unusual wave design of the roof 
and the tight programme meant that steel was the 
only option to construct the 62,200m2 building on 
schedule.
 The new distribution centre, pre let to 
Sainsburys, forms part of a mixed use development 
known as ‘The Bridge’ – a joint project by Prologis 
Development and Dartford Borough Council. The 
job will transform a 264 acre brown-field site, next 
to the QEII Bridge over the River Thames, into a 
dynamic new community. Once complete it will 
provide 7,500 new jobs and 1,500 new homes and 
will include construction of a primary school, a hotel 
and a variety of leisure facilities.
 Main contractor Fitzpatrick, selected Conder to 
design, supply and erect the 3,320t of hot and cold 
rolled steel for the distribution centre which is over 
320m long. A further 395t of galvanised steel was 
supplied by Conder to construct a 450 space multi 
storey car park adjacent to the warehouse.
 “Conder was chosen due to its capabilities with 
the programme and it had a number of good design 
ideas for the project,” said Project Manager for 
Fitzpatrick David Stone. “The schedule was tight 
because of a partial possession deadline set by the 
client. The building was split into five sections of 
steelwork for phased construction and hand overs 
to allow cladding to start.”
 The building’s design contained an unusual 
‘curved and step’ roof shape to reflect its riverside 
location, this demanded an innovative steelwork 
design from Conder. Traditional portal frame could 
not be used at the steps in the roof as there are no 

internal columns to 
support the rafters. 
Conder’s finished 
structural frame 
design combines ‘hit 
and miss’ frames to 
reduce the number of 
columns within the 
structure and simply 
supported rafters at 

the vertical steps in the roof.
 The ‘miss’ frame is formed with 18m curved cell 
beams, joined together to make the 35m spans. This 
works in conjunction with the adjacent and more 
traditional ‘hit’ frame which contains plain section, 
cranked rafters to form the roof curve.
 The wave roof design consists of three large 
curves; two with spans of 68m propped in the 
middle with columns and one with a 40m clear 
span. These are joined by 5m deep vertical steps 
constructed with large steel sections hung from a 
high level edge beam.
 Conder’s Design Manager Gerrard Cox says: 
“Our solution for the deep vertical steps within the 
roof was to design the rafters as simply supported 
beams using cellular beams to achieve the 
deflection limits.”
 “Timing was crucial for this project and deliveries 
all had to be planned in advance,” says Mr Cox. 
“Individual sections can weigh up to 7.5t each and 
only two can be transported at a time so the first 
few days of construction were spent delivering the 
steelwork to site.”
 All of the structural steelwork was erected in 13 
weeks and construction of the distribution centre is 
set to be completed in April 2007.

The bridge challenge

Logistics

A traditional portal 
frame could not be 
used at the steps in 
the roof as there are 
no internal columns 
to support the rafters.

FACT FILE
The Bridge Retail Park, 
Dartford
Main client: ProLogis 
Development and Dartford 
Borough Council
Architect: Burks Green
Main Contractor: 
Fitzpatrick
Steelwork Contractor: 
Conder Structures
Project value: £36M 
Steel tonnage: 3,715t

Right & below: Because 
of the tight deadlines 
a phased construction 
method was employed.

A distribution centre with a wave-like roof coupled with tight 

construction deadlines created new challenges for Conder. 

Below: The job is one of 
the first Thames Gateway 
regeneration projects.
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Rösler is a leading manufacturer and supplier of 
conservation equipment that includes automatic 
shot blasting, painting and drying systems. 

Offering modern and innovative solutions Rösler 
has supplied many major companies throughout 
the world.

• Shot Blast • Conservation   
• Painting • Surface Preparation  
• Service • Consultation

After sales service, spare parts and maintenance 
programmes are also provided through our 
various distribution points.

Specialist in solvent to water based 
conversions.

For more information please contact   
Paul Rawlinson or Haydn Kitchen.

Rösler UK

Unity Grove, School Lane
Knowsley Business Park
Prescot, Merseyside, L34 9GT

Tel:  +44 (0) 151 482 0444
Fax: +44 (0) 151 482 4400
Email: rosler@rosleruk.com
Website: www.rosleruk.com

Metsec plc - Purlin Division
www.metsec.com

Zed Purlin systems. 
Our track record 
speaks for itself.

Reasons to specify Metsec
• MetSPEC a market leading building shell design 

software with links to the latest wind code 
BS 6399-2 and an improved BREVe database 
for topography, plus MetPORT design software 
for portal frame systems.

• Quality assured, close tolerance products manufactured from
390N/mm2 guaranteed yield strength light gauge galvanised 
steel with purlin system technical accreditation from the
Steel Construction Institute.

• Comprehensive product range of Zed and ‘C’-sections, with 
a full range of accessories, offers flexible and cost effective 
solutions backed by unrivalled service and technical support.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON METSEC
Metsec Purlin Division – the UK’s largest manufacturer of light gauge
galvanised steel Zed Purlin and cladding rail systems for industrial 
and commercial developments.

0121 601 6000
email: interactive@metsec.com
Metsec plc, Purlin Division, Broadwell Road, Oldbury, 
West Midlands B69 4HE
Fax: +44 (0) 121 601 6005 
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Retail

Situated on a 40-acre site once occupied by the 
White City Stadium in Shepherd’s Bush, Westfield 
London will  boast 150,000m2 of retail floor space, 
more than 300 shops, five anchor department stores, 
numerous restaurants and bars, a 14-screen luxury 
cinema; health and beauty retreat, gymnasium, vast 
interior space known as the Pavilion - and parking 
for 4,500 cars.
 Owner, developer and contractor Westfield 
Shoppingtowns estimates that 60% of visitors to 
the Westfield London will arrive by public transport. 
To serve this anticipated need a new tube station 
on the Hammersmith & City line, together with a 
re-modelled Shepherd’s Bush (Central line) station, 
a new station on the West London line which will 
become part of the TfL North London Railway; a 
new bus station to the north and a new transport 
interchange will be connected to the complex. 
Meanwhile, provision will also be made for the 
proposed West London Tram scheme. 
 John Roberts, Westfield’s Project Director, says 
the land was used by London Underground and 
consequently provision for its rail lines and sidings 
has had to be taken into account. 

 The westbound track of the Central Line runs 
diagonally under part of the site and was originally 
in a railway cutting alongside Wood Lane. This has 
been covered with concrete beams allowing open 
public access to the western elevation. Also under 
the western zone, new underground sidings in a 
concrete box have been constructed to replace 
existing rail sheds which lay across the centre of the 
project’s footprint.
 The work involving the new underground 
sidings whilst maintaining LUL existing operational 
requirements has meant that there are parts of 

the project where 
construction 
sequence is in 
advance of the central 
areas directly above 

the old sidings. “The central section programme 
requires flexibility and speed,” explains Mr. Roberts.  
 In summary, the project consists of three lower 
levels of car parking, on top of which there will be 
two levels of retail with the top floor containing a 
mezzanine level surrounding the Pavilion. Above the 
Pavilion, at roof level, there is the cinema complex 

Mega complex to 
transform west London  

“The central section 
programme requires 
flexibility and speed”

FACT FILE
Westfield London project 
at White City
Main client: Westfield 
Shoppingtowns and 
Commerz Grundbesitz 
Investmentgesellschaft  
Design and Build:  
Westfield Shoppingtowns  
Architect:  Buchan 
Group International  
Structural engineers: 
Robert Bird & Partners 
Contractor: 
Westfield Shoppingtowns  
Steel contractor: 
Severfield-Reeve 
Steel tonnage: 25,000t 

Greater London’s largest shopping centre will open in October 2008. Martin Cooper reports on 

the structural challenges and the significant role steel has played in this huge project.     

Inset: Retail malls 
will be covered by a 
glass clad roof.
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Retail

and on the eastern facade, a leisure zone which 
contains a swimming pool.  
 The car park areas have been constructed 
predominantly using concrete, whilst the central 
section will be concrete encased steel, with 
everything above the car park now essentially steel 
framed. “With the majority of steelwork being 
erected in eight metre grids, this has meant a rapid 
installation of upper levels,” says Mr Roberts. “And 
this will help maintain the construction programme 
for the central area.” 
 Westfield’s involvement in the project began 
in November 2004 when the company took over 
from Chelsfield as developer and by August 2006 
Westfield had assumed the task of construction from 
Multiplex. In that time Westfield has instigated a 
number of significant design changes to the project. 
 One of these changes has been to the Pavilion’s 
and cinema complex’s location. The Pavilion is 
an important and signature feature of the project 
and has been relocated eastwards from its original 
central position in order to optimize the con-

struction that could be carried out adjacent to the 
Central Line underground. This is the line which runs 
beneath the project. The Pavilion now sits east of the 
west bound Central Line underground line.    
 Robert Bird & Partners, structural engineers for 
the project, explained: “This has resulted in loading 
from the structures alongside the Pavilion moving to 
areas not originally designed for them. This change 

along with the 
design development 
connected to the 
cinema complex 
required innovative 
engineering 
solutions to avoid 
overloading the 

transfer structure over the Central Line.” 
 “Some areas within the project which were 
originally to be built using concrete are now steel, 
such as the lower retail level,” comments Alvin 
Askew, Contracts Director of Severfield-Reeve. 
“Although there have been substantial changes to 
the scheme, the additional steelwork was chosen for 
speed of erection and to quicken the build-up,” he 
explains.
 Some large sections of steel have been erected 
by Severfield-Reeve as the project required trusses 
up to 17t in weight. Mr. Askew says: “Three large 
steel trusses and a number of smaller trusses will be 
erected at roof level to link the cinemas. The three 
biggest, weighing 27t, and measuring over 24m 
long will be brought to site in sections and once 
assembled lifted as complete sections by one of the 
on-site high capacity tower cranes”.
 Another major alteration to the project has 
occurred at the south east corner. Originally 
designed as mixed use residential and office 
accommodation, it was incorporated as an element 
of the retail centre and later adapted by Westfield 
as a “Black Label” area. With an area of the original 
site reconfigured to accommodate the residential 
portion of the scheme. The “Black Label” section 

Innovative engineering 
was required to 
avoid overloading the 
transfer structure over 
the Central line.

Main picture left: Large 
openings in the upper 
level of the Pavilion will 
allow light to penetrate to 
retail levels below.

Above: The retail levels 
are typically built in 8m x 
8m grids.

Below: Steelwork is 
being used for its speed 
and flexibility as many 
areas of the project have 
been subject to design 
changes.
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is an integral element of the overall scheme and in 
order to attract different stores, such as designer 
and boutique brands, “Some major structural 
alterations are required to accommodate the wider 
and curvilinear malls,” says Mr. Roberts.
 As the majority of the steelwork has already 
been erected in this area, retro-work and structural 
modifications has involved a number of steel 
columns being re-moved to give a larger 16m x 
8m grid plan. The fact that steel was chosen for 
these areas has been a bonus to Westfield and its 
subsequent project alterations.      
 “If the retail areas had of been built with concrete 
the consequences of change would have been 
far more reaching,” says Mr. Roberts. “Steel was 
chosen to give Westfield greater flexibility and 
programme advantage to incorporate such changes 
to the designed structure”. 
 This redesigned sector of the project abuts the 
Shepherds Bush Central Line underground station 
and new bus terminus. This area will also feature a 
steel shard which will over hang the adjacent road 
via three pillars. “The shard will be visible from the 
station to pedestrians,” says Mr. Roberts. “It will 
guide them into Westfield London.” 
 Along the eastern side of the project the service 
dock has also been reconfigured to create a more 
efficient loading bay layout. In order to allow the 
open spans for trucks and to support the loading 
from above, a 24m long transfer beam has been 
installed. 
 It is the Pavilion which Westfield envisages as 
becoming the focal point within the complex. This 
large 6,000m2, virtually column-free, area will also 
be able to hold exhibitions and concerts. Mr. Ward 
describes it as ‘architecturally extraordinary’ and the 
design for its signature roof  went through much 
iteration before the current scheme was adopted. A 
steel and glass roof structure supported by seven 
large tree columns letting in natural light and also 
strong enough to hang exhibits from was required.  
 The final design is a 150m x 50m lattice frame 
multi-curved roof supported by these seven steel 
tree columns. Because of the necessity to keep the 
area free of too many supports, the roof is a grid 
shell and acts three-dimensionally by spreading 
its loads down to the supporting columns and the 
surrounding retail levels.
 The need to brace the roof structure against 

lateral loads while respecting the need for maximum 
flexibility and open space within the retail and 
cinema tenan-cies resulted in quite involved load 
paths, especially for lateral load. This was because 
the lateral load bracing is distributed around the 
shape of the roof. The area of slab surrounding the 
Pavilion area at roof level was configured as a single 
annular diaphragm to allow for this transfer of loads. 
 “As the western side of the Pavilion roof sits 
adjacent to the cinema complex, bracing couldn’t 
be inserted through this area,” Robert Bird & 
Partners explained. “You can’t have bracing passing 
through the middle of the cinema lobby.”  The 
entire Pavilion roof sits approximately 8m above 
the complex’s uppermost retail and dining level. 
“The final height and profile of the roof has been 
dictated not only by the head height requirements of 
the cinema and restaurant operators but also by the 
smoke extraction and smoke reservoir requirement 
from beneath the Pavilion,” added the Westfield 
design team. Assembling the roof structure will 
be a colossal procedure, and will involve the 
sub-contractor supplying 460t of steelwork. The 
construction method will then involve the company 
assembling 71 trusses which all vary in size and 
shape, but are typically in the 16m x 5m size region.  
 Each truss consists of a number of six-pronged 
nodes connecting to 200mm x 100mm RHS’s, thus 
forming a grid for either triangular glass panels or 
cladding. Westfield says 50% of the Pavilion roof is 
glazed, while the other half of clad structure consists 
of 30% clerestory which is acoustically treated.  
 Because of the complex grid pattern and the 
number of curvatures in the roof structure’s form, all 

of the 1,623 nodes 
are a different 
size, and likewise 
all of the 5,000 
steel members are 
different lengths. 

 All of the steel 
trusses will be 

assembled in one on-site area, a typical span 
consisting of three such trusses. The units will 
be welded, and then lifted into position by one of 
the site’s tower cranes supported on a structural 
scaffold. The steel or glass insert panels will then 
inserted by crane once the truss has been fixed into 
position.
 The construction of the complex and eye-catching 
roof will be one of the final phases of the project 
to be completed. Meanwhile other aspects of the 
scheme will include adjacent affordable housing, a 
new steel-framed library and a children’s nursery.  
 Summing up, Mr. Askew says this is a huge 
project, especially for the steelwork. “At times we’ve 
had up to five erection gangs on-site. However, this 
is set to increase in March to six gangs as we begin 
the steel build-up of the centre zone of the project 
above the old rail sidings,” he adds.
 Westfield London also forms part of a massive 
£1.6bn regeneration project in west London and 
once the project is complete in 2008, the area is 
set to rival Oxford Street as the capital’s traditional 
shopping district.

Retail

Because of the 
complexity of the 
roof’s form, all of the 
1,623 nodes are a 
different size.

Above: The Pavilion’s vast 
150m x 50m lattice framed 
roof is supported by only 
seven steel tree columns.
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Tubes

The £900M Grosvenor Liverpool One retail-led re-
generation scheme, rapidly transforming the city’s 
heart and skyline, is unique both in scale and ap-
proach. The development will create six distinct 
retail districts incorporating leisure and residential 
opportunities, each with its own character and all 
based on an existing street layout.
 The main leisure anchor of the project is a 14-
screen Odeon Cinema which comprises of a 25m-
high three-storey steel-framed structure clad in 
copper and stainless steel, housing the two level 
cinema, which is constructed upon a terracota clad 
13m-high retail base.  
 Jeremy Wedge, Principal Engineer for Waterman 
Structures, says one of main design criteria for this 
structure was to ensure a clear open space for the 
building’s two-level foyer. “This glass clad entrance 
hall contains lifts and escalators to the next level, 
otherwise it is a clear space of 10m in width,” he 
adds.
     In order to achieve this design requirement, 
Mr Wedge, says the design for the foyer’s facade 
evolved gradually during consultations with the ar-
chitects BDP and the steel contractor William Hare.   
     “We wanted the facade to let in natural light 
while the open plan design of the foyer needed 

minimal propping,” 
explains Mr Wedge. 
“Oval sections were 
finally chosen for 
their aesthetic ap-
peal and importantly 
because they also 
saved on width.”

 “Using round sections would have meant at 
least double the width and a more bulky look for the 
overall facade,” adds Mr Wedge. “And these col-
umns also needed no propping on the major axis, 
which was another important architectural consid-
eration.” 
 The 15m-high two-storey facade measures 65m 
long and intermediate 500mm x 250mm x 16mm 
OHSs were erected at 8m intervals, with 300mm x 
150mm x 12.5mm OHS horizontal beams at 5m and 
10m heights. 

Ovals hit the 
aesthetic 
benchmark

Oval sections were 
chosen for their 
aesthetic appeal, and 
because they also 
saved on width.

The use of concrete filled oval sections for 

the construction of a cinema’s facade not 

only allowed for an airy and light open area 

but also provided the client with the required 

two-hour fire rating.

Above: Oval sections in the facade will allow more 
light to penetrate into the Cinema’s foyer than tradi-
tional circular sections.
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 Meanwhile, secondary vertical members spaced 
at 2m centres of 200mm x 100mm x 8mm OHSs pro-
vide direct fixing for the glazing. 
 Richard Johnson, Construction Advisory Engi-
neer for Corus Tubes, says this is the first time oval 
sections have been used in a composite design on a 
large structural project. 
    “Our oval sections have been available for two 
years, but the construction market is an area we are 
keen to develop,” says Mr Johnson.
     Corus Tubes’ Celsius oval sections benefit from 
the same attributes as other members within the 
range. These include minimal residual stresses, 
excellent welding capability, good performance in 
compression, high load capacity and a reduced ex-

posed area for painting.    
 Steve Whitfield, Manager, Technical Marketing 
at Corus Tubes continues: “In early 2005 we were 
asked about oval sections for this project, and as 
they’d never been used on such a scheme before we 
set about fire testing them.”
 Corus Tubes in conjunction with intumescent 
paint producer Nulli-
fire conducted a series 
of tests with unfilled 
and then concrete 
filled oval sections. 
Nullifire’s S605 paint 
was used to 2,500 mi-
crons on all tests.  

Tubes

Airside Business Park is a new office development, strategically 
located adjacent to Dublin Airport.  
 It is approximately 2,737m2 in size and capable of vertical sub-
division into three units. It has a fully modern specification, including 
raised access floors, suspended ceilings and lifts.   
 Corus Tubes’ Celsius oval sections were used to enhance the visual 
appeal of the development. 500mm x 250mm OHS’s were installed 
to support the louvered external solar shading to the atrium, while 
300mm x 150mm ovals were used for the internal feature staircase.
 Mr Whitfield, says ovals were the obvious choice for an exciting 
and elegant column solution to compliment the architects vision for a 
contemporary modern office development. 
 The steelwork contractor for the project was Duggan Steel, working 
with main contractor John Sisk & Son and architect RKD. 

Ovals on display 
at Dublin Airport

The concrete filled 
oval sections not 
only passed the two 
hour fire rating test 
but exceeded them.
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FACT FILE
Site 13A, Paradise  
Street Development, 
Liverpool One.
Main client:  
Grosvenor Estates
Architect: BDP
Structural engineer:  
Waterman Structures
Main contractor:  
Laing O’Rourke
Steelwork contractor: 
William Hare

Tubes

 “In January last year the concrete filled oval 
sections not only passed the two hour fire rating test 
but exceeded it,” says Mr Whitfield. “They actually 
took 127 minutes to reach the required 550 degrees 
Celsius.” 
 Once Corus Tubes were satisfied with the test 
results and had documentation which proved the 

oval sections 
fire rating, the 
company, along 
with Waterman 
Structures 
advised steelwork 
contractor William 
Hare of the 

products suitability for the Liverpool project.
 “The architect wanted to use oval sections for 
their sleekness and concrete filling the sections 
also means less intumescent paint is needed which 
also improves the columns appearance,” says Mr 
Wedge. 
 “Oval sections look great,” comments Steve 
Duffield, Marketing Manager for William Hare. 
“They really stand out on this project and give the 
foyer a different and lighter appearance.” 
 “Concrete filled ovals haven’t been used on a 
large project before, but there’s no reason why,” 
sums up Mr Whitfield. “This project, and the tests 
which we carried out, have shown  they are suitable 
for a range of construction projects.”

Main contractor Patton Construction has 
completed Phase 1 of a £30M redevelopment 
scheme at the University of Ulster Belfast Campus 
in the city’s Cathedral Quarter. 
 The 6,000m2 steel framed six storey extension 
houses new lecture theatres, auditoriums, teaching 
rooms and display areas. The most eye-catching 
part of the scheme is an internal glazed atrium 
which extends through the building and features a 
curved auditorium, which meant that the roof also 
had to be curved.  
 Steelwork contractor, M. Hasson & Sons, 
erected 55 linear metres of 300mm x 150mm x 
12.5mm oval sections as supporting frame for the 
atrium.  
 “CHS and oval sections were the choice for this 
prestigious project due to their superior aesthetic 
qualities and the ability to support a glazed cladding 
system, which further added to the overall 
attractiveness of the job,” comments Mr Whitfield.

A degree of 
success for 
ovals

“Concrete filled ovals 
haven’t been used      
on a large project 
before, but there’s no 
reason why.”
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Introduction
In June 2004 the Building Regulations of England 
and Wales[1] were amended. Requirement A3 
(Disproportionate Collapse) now applies to all 
buildings regardless of the number of storeys. 
Approved Document A (2004 Edition)[2] defines 
four classes of building; Class 1, 2A, 2B and 3, and 
recommends that to comply with Requirement A3, 
a systematic risk assessment is required for Class 
3 buildings. There is currently no specific guidance 
on how to carry out the required risk assessment. 
This article presents the SCI’s interim guidance 
on risk assessments for Class 3 buildings. SCI 
publication P341[3] provides design guidance for 
buildings of Class 1 to 2B. The SCI recommends 
that Class 3 buildings should have at least the same 

structural provisions for robustness as required 
for Class 2B buildings. This is expected to be the 
recommendation in the forthcoming amendment to 
BS 5950-1. 
 It must be kept in mind that the Building 
Regulations only require that buildings are designed 
to avoid disproportionate collapse not designed to 
resist all possible hazards.
 The subject of risk is complex with numerous 
techniques and approaches for analysing, assessing 
and reducing risk. The discussion in this article 
provides simple guidance that can be applied 
to ‘ordinary’ Class 3 buildings. There will be 
buildings and other structures where advanced risk 
assessment procedures (such as those used in the 
off-shore and nuclear industries) are appropriate 
but these are outside the scope of this guidance. As 
explained in this article and identified in Reference 
4, the application of engineering judgement will 
play a major role in the risk assessment procedure 
due to the lack of guidance and the levels of 
uncertainty regarding likelihood and consequence 
of hazards. 
 The main steps of a risk assessment are shown 
in Figure 1. Risk is a function of the likelihood 
of a hazard occurring and the magnitude of the 
consequences of that hazard. This article provides 
guidance for each stage of the risk assessment. 
 
Defining the scope
The scope of the risk assessment should include the 
purpose of the risk assessment (e.g. to demonstrate 
compliance with regulations), the time frame to 
be considered (e.g. the life of the building) and the 
types of hazards to be included (e.g. accidental 
actions). The building regulations are intended to 
guard against accidental events and therefore on 
this basis it would seem reasonable to exclude 
deliberate or malicious events from the scope of 
the risk assessment. If the building is required to 
be designed to resist malicious events such as 
terrorist attack this should be addressed separately. 
Designing buildings to avoid disproportionate 
collapse due to accidental hazards can provide 
some robustness to deliberate hazards.

Approved Document A of the Building Regulations requires that a systematic risk 

assessment is carried out for Class 3 buildings. But what does this mean for the 

practicing engineer? SCI’s Andrew Way explains.

Systematic Risk 
Assessments for 
Class 3 Buildings

Technical

Define scope

Hazard
identification

Likelihood
of hazard
occurring

Consequences
of hazard
occurring

Level of risk

Define
acceptance

criteria

Is risk
acceptable?

No

Yes

Accept risk

Risk reduction
measures

Figure 1: Risk 
assessment 
process
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Technical

Hazard Identification
Approved Document A states that the risk 
assessment should include; normal hazards that 
may reasonably be foreseen and any abnormal 
hazards. Hazards in general terms are events that 
have unwanted consequences, which for buildings 
is structural damage (and the consequential harm 
to people). The distinction between normal and 
abnormal hazards is unclear but the important 
point is that all reasonably foreseeable (accidental) 
hazards are included.
 Below is a list of hazards that should be 
considered in the risk assessment. Other hazards 
such as fire, excessive wind, design or construction 
errors and material faults do not need to be 
considered in the risk assessment as they are 
addressed by conventional design and construction 
practice. 

•	 Aircraft	impact	
•	 External	explosion	
•	 Flooding	
•	 Internal	explosion	
•	 Landslide	
•	 Lightning	
•	 Rock	fall	
•	 Ship	impact	
•	 Train	impact	
•	 Vehicle	impact	

Certain buildings may have additional specific 
hazards that may also need to be considered.

Choice of methodology
The risk assessment methodology which is 
used should be of sufficient detail to enable 
the hazard related risks to be ranked in order 
for the subsequent consideration of what risk 
reduction measures may be required. The rigour 
of assessment should be proportionate to the 
complexity of the problem and the magnitude of 
risks. The types of risk assessment are:

•	 Qualitative	–	the	likelihood	and	the	
consequences are determined purely 
qualitatively e.g. high, moderate, low

•	 Semi-quantitative	–	the	likelihood	and	
consequences are approximated within 
quantified ranges 

•	 Quantified	risk	assessment	–	full	quantification	
of likelihood and consequences.

Guidance on selecting an appropriate risk 
assessment method is provided by the HSE in 
Reference 5. Although the HSE document is for 
offshore installations the principles can be applied 
to Class 3 buildings. The level of risk assessment 
should be sufficient to enable the decision making 
process to be conducted and those responsible for 
the decision making should be suitably qualified, 
experienced and of sufficient seniority to be 
competent. 
 For ‘ordinary’ Class 3 buildings a qualitative risk 
assessment should generally utilised. A quantified 
assessment may be required for certain hazards if 

further detail is required to assess the acceptability 
of the risk. However, a lack of accurate data on the 
likelihood of hazards may mean that a quantitative 
assessment is not always possible. Therefore, the 
engineer will be required to apply professional 
judgement.

Likelihood of hazard occurring
For a qualitative method, the likelihood of each 
hazard occurring needs to be estimated and 
assigned to one of the predetermined categories 
of likelihood. The number of categories needs to 
be sufficient to differentiate between hazards with 
significantly different probabilities. Four or five 
categories are usually appropriate for a qualitative 
risk assessment.
 For a quantified risk assessment various 
techniques can be used to obtain a probability of 
occurrence for many of the foreseeable hazards. 
As examples, accidental impacts can be calculated 
based on historical data and scientific predictive 
modelling can be used to determine the likelihood 
of natural events. However, the likelihood of some 
hazards like terrorist attack is difficult to predict and 
will depend on the political and social significance of 
the building and its occupants. 
 Predicting the likelihood of hazards is likely to 
include a significant degree of uncertainty. Some 
published data is available but the data tends to 
be widespread and based on historical statistics. A 
HSE publication[6] includes data on the probability of 
certain hazards occurring e.g. an aeroplane crashing 
into an empty football stadium in the UK is quoted 
as 1 in a million per annum and 1 in 100 million for 
a full stadium. A paper on gas explosions[7] includes 
useful information (albeit slightly out of date) on 
yearly probabilities of explosions in dwellings in the 
UK (1 in 500,000 probability of causing structural 
damage) and the average number of occurrences of 
other hazards.

Consequence of hazard occurring
For a qualitative method the consequences of 
hazards are dealt with in a similar manner to 
likelihood of each hazard in that they are assigned 
to a category reflecting their severity. The number 
of categories can vary but four or five categories are 
usually appropriate for a qualitative risk assessment. 
Engineering judgement, experience and 
approximate calculations can be used to estimate 
the consequences of hazards for a qualitative 
assessment. 
 For a quantified risk assessment the 
consequences of hazards can be measured in 
various units. The amount of structural damage is 
often the most appropriate measure for buildings; 
alternatively the number of casualties can be used 
but this is a more subjective measure. Structural 
calculations will be necessary to determine the 
amount of damage caused. Guidance regarding the 
calculation of impact forces and explosion loads due 
to various causes is given in EN 1991-1-7[8]. 
 The performance of the damaged structure 
then needs to be assessed to determine if further 
collapse will occur. The sensitivity of the building 
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to variations in design assumptions should be 
considered.

Level of risk and acceptability
For a qualitative assessment, a risk matrix (Figure 
2) is a convenient method of ranking the risks. Each 
hazard is plotted on the risk matrix according the 
appropriate severity and likelihood category. The 
hazards should be evaluated in order starting with 
the highest risk hazard.
 For a quantitative assessment the level of risk 
can be calculated by multiplying the likelihood with 
the severity. 
 The acceptability criteria should be provided by 
the authorities or the client. Indicative information 
on what levels of risk may be acceptable can be 
obtained from various sources. For example, 
the nuclear[6] and the offshore[5] industries have 
guidance regarding acceptable levels of risk but 
these are generally expressed in terms of risk of 
death per individual per year. Other indicative 
information, from Reference 9, is the acceptable 
annual frequency of collapse of ‘critical’ bridges of 
0.01 in 100 years giving an annual frequency of 10-4 
and the acceptable annual frequency of collapse of 
‘regular’ bridges of 0.1 in 100 years giving an annual 
frequency of 10-3. 

Risk Reduction Measures
The hierarchy of risk reduction measures (starting 
with the most preferred) is given below.
a) Inherent safety –  eliminate the possibility of 

hazards occurring 
b) Prevention – reduce the likelihood of hazards
c) Detection – measures for early warning of 

hazards
d) Control – limiting the size of the hazards
e) Mitigation – protection from the effects of 

hazards
f) Emergency response – planning for evacuation 

and access for emergency services

Reporting
The final stage of the systematic risk assessment 
is to report the findings. The report should include 
all the hazards and their associated level of risk 
with explanations of why the risks are acceptable 
and what reduction measures have been necessary 

to achieve acceptable levels. Optional additional 
reduction measures may also be suggested 
to further reduce the risks. The findings of the 
risk assessment will feed back into the decision 
making process of the design and operation of the 
building. All the sources of data, assumptions and 
uncertainties in the assessment should be included 
in the report.

Structural provisions
For Class 3 buildings where the risks are not greater 
than those for Class 2B buildings the structural 
provisions required for robustness will be the same 
as those for Class 2B buildings. Where there are 
increased risks from hazards, additional structural 
provisions are likely to be required to reduce the 
consequences of the hazards. The types of structural 
provisions that may be appropriate include: 
designing members to resist specific accidental 
actions or generic accidental loading and enhancing 
redundancy within the structure so that alternative 
load paths can be utilised in the event of a hazard 
occurring and thereby avoiding disproportionate 
collapse.
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Publications

For SCI publications, please contact Publication Sales:  

Tel: (Direct) 01344 636505  Fax: 01344 636570  Email: publications@steel-sci.com  Website: www.shop.steelbiz.org   

The Steel Construction Institute, Silwood Park, Ascot SL5 7QN

This publication promotes a greater 
understanding of the issues faced 
by the construction team during 
the specification and installation 
of metal cladding systems and 
insulated panels.  It presents 
practical guidance that will enable 
the project team to deliver a building 
envelope that meets the demands 

of the latest Building Regulations 
and creates an energy efficient and 
sustainable building.  By explaining 
the issues faced by the architects, 
engineers and contractors that 
make up the construction team, this 
publication aims to promote better 
co-operation on site and in the 
design office, leading to an improved 

quality of construction and better 
value for the client.
 Although written with site 
practitioners in mind, much of the 
guidance should also be useful to 
architects and structural engineers 
involved in the specification of the 
building envelope and supporting 
structure.

Best practice for the specification and installation of 
metal cladding and secondary steelwork
Cat Ref: P346   
Author:  M D Heywood

Changes to the Building Regulations, together with rising energy prices, have pushed energy efficiency to the top of the building client’s agenda, with 
important implications for designers and contractors.  These issues are addressed in two recent SCI publications, P346 and P347.  These publications, 
which give guidance on the specification and installation of metal cladding systems and the procurement of single storey sheds respectively, are now 
available for a limited offer price of only £50 (+P&P).

Save nearly 50% (inc. P&P)

Design energy efficient buildings 
that meet the needs of your clients

Experience shows that successful 
‘shed’ construction relies on the 
interdependence of various parties 
in the supply chain.  Rising client 
expectations, Health & Safety 
regulations and sustainability 
initiatives are all driving 

improvements in this important 
market for steel construction, but 
the potential benefits to clients 
are not always being realised, due 
to supply chain fragmentation.  
This publication describes the 
interrelationships between the 

players in the project team and 
explains how decisions made by one 
party can unwittingly have adverse 
impacts elsewhere along the supply 
chain.   

Single Storey Buildings - Best practice guidance for 
developers, owners, designers and constructors

Cat Ref: P347   
Author:  Edited by G K Raven and M D Heywood

Pub Ref Full Price Offer P&P
     UK ROW
P346 £50  -  
P347 £40  -  
Total £90  £50 Free £12

Offer ends 31 March 2007
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New and Revised  
Codes and Standards
(from BSI Updates January 2007)

Codes & Standards

Buy any BSI Standard 
from the SCI at 
20% discount

Contact Publications Sales:
T: 01344 636505  F: 01344 636570
Email: publications@steel-sci.com

BS EN PUBLICATIONS

The following are British Standard 
implementations of the English language versions 
of European Standards (ENs). BSI has an 
obligation to publish all ENs and to withdraw any 
conflicting British Standards or parts of British 
Standard. This has led to a series of standards,  
BS ENs using the EN number.

Note: The date referenced in the identifier is the 
date of the European standard.

BS EN 1993:-
Eurocode 3. Design of steel structures
 BS EN 1993 – 2:2006
 Steel bridges
 Partially supersedes BS 5400-3:2000

BS EN ISO 14555:2006
Welding. Arc stud welding of metallic materials
 Supersedes BS EN ISO 14555:1998
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It is well recognised that one solution to eas-
ing transport problems in Britain’s densely 
populated towns and cities lies in the over-
head monorail: for this reason particular in-
terest attaches to the monorail system that 
came into operation last season in Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach. It embodies the facilities 
which will be necessary in a major monorail 
system such as automatic safety devices, 
stations with controlled platform entries and 
exits and a service station into which trains 
can be switched on to self-propelled rail sec-
tions to stock or service bays. Furthermore, 
the system has been designed for fully au-
tomated operation, to be introduced after a 
suitable running-in period. Another point 

of interest is that this is said to be the first 
commercial project of its kind in the country: 
it is in fact a self supporting, profit-making 
proposition.
Mass transportation within the grounds of 
the Pleasure Beach had been a matter of 
concern for some time past, chiefly for two 
reasons, (a) because of continued expansion 
some form of transportation was obviously 
required to improve crowd flow and (b) on 
their first visit most people like to have an 
overall idea of the layout of the park and the 
amenities available. These requirements are 
met by an overhead monorail system, which 
also occupies minimal valuable ground space, 
is speedy yet quiet, offers minimum obstruc-

tion to viewing and is in keeping with the 
progressive image of the Pleasure Beach.
There are four 105-ft long trains on the mile-
long continuous track, these having 15 car-
riages each holding four people in comfort: 
when all four trains are in use a capacity of 
4,000 passengers an hour can be attained. 
Speeds of up to 12 ft/sec are possible, but be-
cause of the high ratio of curved to straight 
sections in the track they are usually kept 
below this figure in order to give smooth run-
ning.
The glass fibre and aluminium carriages 
have been designed with a low profile be-
cause the trains pass through various build-
ings, and also to offer minimum resistance 

40 Years Ago in

Building with Steel

When not required for long periods or if 
servicing is necessary the trains are run 
into the station (left and below) which has 
four 105ft long track sections. Three of 
these may be moved sideways to permit 
close storage of the trains and the fourth is 
designed to facilitate maintenance.

Britain’s first 
commercial 

monorail

Above: The track passes over a wide roadway and to provide maximum strength the longer span is supported on welded portal frames.
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40 Years Ago

to winds, which in gales may be as high 
as 100mph. Each train is driven by twelve 
11/2hp motors and for the sake of quietness 
and comfortable riding all wheels are rubber 
tyred.
The 5,200 ft-long track is carried on 170 sup-
ports spaced 35 ft apart on straight sections 
and 25 ft on curves. The steepest gradient is 
1 in 71/2 and track height varies from ground 
level to 35 feet.
The track is constructed from two 12 in. by 
4 in. steel channels turned toes inward and 
spaced to give a 4 in. gap between them. The 
curves are widely varying types such as tran-
sition curves, parabolic curves, spiral curves 
and circular curves: the tightest curves are 
50 ft radius. Track sections are matched in 
pairs and secured with welded diaphragms 
and turnbarrel bolts. For spans up to 45 ft 
in length reinforcement is provided by heavy 
angles bolted to the underside of the track. 
In the case of the 75-ft and 100-ft spans over 
the main road dividing the Pleasure Beach 
the track is supported on welded box gird-
ers of trapezoidal section, the channels being 
welded to the top surface.
There are several types of support columns, 
including straight universal column sections 

ranging from 10 in. by 10 in. to 14 in. by 141/2 
in., welded portal frames and cantilever sup-
ports from existing structures. To minimize 
corrosion caused by the marine atmosphere 
the whole of the track and its supports are 
galvanised and the bolts sheradized, fol-
lowed by a suitable painting sequence.
The various associated buildings, i.e. the 

two stations giving passenger access to the 
trains and the service station and adjacent 
train storage bay are all steel-framed struc-
tures clad with aluminium sheeting.
A Swiss firm designed the above monorail 
system and erection was under the general 
supervision of F.E. Wright, General Man-
ager, Blackpool Pleasure Beach Ltd.

Train of 15 semi-enclosed glass fibre and aluminium carriages on a section of track carried by 
straight universal column supports.
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Advisory Desk

AD 309 
Ductility of Fully Rigid Bolted Moment Connections.

AD 305 deals with the requirements 
of bolted end-plate moment 
connections that are assumed 
for design to be fully rigid up to 
the Ultimate Limit State. However, 
since the publication of AD 305 
the Advisory Desk has been asked 
whether these connections, with 
their thick end plates & flanges 
and bolt failure (mode 3) etc, have 
sufficient ductility or rotation 
capacity in various circumstances. 
 Moment connections are 
classified according to strength 
(moment resistance), rigidity 
(rotational stiffness) and ductility 
(rotation capacity). Figure 1.2 
in Joints in Steel Construction: 
Moment Connections, (SCI-P-207) 
shows the various moment-rotation 
curves used in connection 
classification. Strength and 
rotational stiffness are the 
primary requirements for moment 
connections in steel structures 
analysed elastically. Likewise, 
strength and rotational stiffness 
are the primary requirements 
for moment connections in steel 
structures analysed plastically 
where the connections are not at 
the plastic hinge locations in the 
frame. The primary requirements 
for connections located at plastic 
hinges are rotation capacity and 
strength, which may be either full 
or partial strength. Strength, rigidity 
and ductility of connections are 
related to the deformation of the 
components in the connection.

Elastic Global Analysis
The fully rigid connections 
described in AD 305 have sufficient 

ductility when used in structures 
analysed elastically. Although not 
a primary requirement of elastic 
structural analysis, sufficient 
ductility is necessary in order to 
ensure that fracture does not occur 
in any component of the connection 
due to excessive deformation.  
SCI-P-207 stipulates minimum weld 
sizes or minimum design forces in 
order to utilize the ductility of the 
steelwork components instead 
of the welds. For bolts, SCI-P-207 
stipulates a minimum number of 
threads in the stressed length 
of the bolt. This requirement is 
easily satisfied by the use of fully 
threaded non-preloaded bolts (Refer 
to AD 268 for the requirements of 
BS 5950-2: 2001 in regard to the 
number of threads in the stressed 
length of bolts). Moreover, in step 
1C SCI-P-207 modifies the normal 
plastic bolt row force distribution to 
a linear distribution when both the 
beam end plate and column flange 
thicknesses are, in simple terms, 
greater than the bolt diameter 
in order to limit the deformation 
requirements of the bolts. When 
these requirements are satisfied, 
the connection will have sufficient 
ductility to ensure that fracture of its 
components will not occur in a steel 
structure analysed elastically.

Plastic Global Analysis
Traditional UK practice when 
designing single story portal frames 
plastically has been to ensure that 
a plastic hinge does not form within 
the haunch and clauses 5.2.3.8 
and 5.3.5.1 in BS 5950-1: 2000 are 
examples of this practice. Figure 

1 shows the two options for the 
location of the plastic hinge around 
the eaves when a plastic hinge does 
not form within the haunch. Figure 
2 shows the normal location of the 
plastic hinge in the rafter close to 
the apex. In both cases the bolted 
moment connection is not at the 
plastic hinge location and therefore 
the fully rigid connections described 
in AD 305 may be used. However, 
industry practice is to use well 
proportioned connections designed 
for strength alone to be treated 
as rigid in the analysis of single 
story portal frames. Section 2.5 in 
SCI-P-207 permits this practice. 
 There is very little history in the 
UK of designing multi storey frames 
plastically and using bolted moment 
connections to form the beam to 
column connections. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that BS 5950-1: 2000 
is silent on the issue of connections 
design for this type of frame where 

plastic hinges occur at the beam 
to column connection. However, 
other design codes offer the option 
of designing these connections 
for 1.2 times the plastic moment 
of resistance of the beam which 
implies that a small haunch will be 
required. The connection may then 
be designed as described in AD 305.
When this approach is used the 
ductility of the connection is usually 
not checked because the plastic 
hinge will be displaced to the steel 
beam.

Plastic Hinges at Bolted Joints
Plastic hinges at bolted joints is a 
special case of plastic design and 
is usually associated with partial 
strength connections. SCI-P-183, 
Design of Semi-continuous Braced 
Frames is an example of this form 
of construction. The ductility or 
rotation capacity necessary to meet 
the requirements of a plastic hinge 
location is primarily provided by the 
deformation of the column flange 
and / or beam end plate in a bolted 
moment connection. Therefore the 
fully rigid connections described in 
AD 305 with their thick end plates 
and column flanges do not have 
sufficient ductility or rotational 
capacity to be used at plastic 
hinge locations. They may be used 
elsewhere in the frame away from 
the plastic hinge locations.

Contact: Thomas Cosgrove   
Tel: 01344 636533     
Email: t.cosgrove@steel-sci.comFigure 2: Apex connection showing typical plastic hinge location

Figure 1: Eaves connection showing alternative plastic hinge locations
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Unit 9, Tir Llywd Enterprise Park, St. Asaph Avenue,  
Kinmel Bay, Rhyl LL18 5JZ 
Tel 01745 336413 Fax 01745 339639
FAIRFIELD-MABEy LTD (A B 0* Q4) 
Chepstow, Monmouthshire NP16 5YL 
Tel 01291 623801 Fax 01291 625453
FISHER ENGINEERING LTD (A 1 Q1) 
Ballinamallard, Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh BT94 2FY 
Tel 028 6638 8521 Fax 028 6638 8706
FOx BROS ENGINEERING LTD 
Ballycanew, Gorey, Co Wexford, Republic of Ireland 
Tel 00 353 53 942 1677 Fax 00 353 53 942 1733
GME STRUCTURES LTD 
Unit E11-E14, Wem Industrial Estate,  
Soulton Road, Wem, Shropshire SY4 5SD 
Tel 01939 233023 Fax 01939 234059
GIBBS ENGINEERING LTD (Q4) 
17A Axe Road, Colley Lane Industrial Estate,  
Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 5LP 
Tel 01278 455253 Fax 01278 453174
GLENTWORTH FABRICATIONS LTD (F H J K L M N 6) 
Molly Millar’s Bridge, Molly Millar’s Lane, Wokingham RG41 2WY 
Tel 0118 977 2088 Fax 0118 977 2907
GOGGIN BUCKLEy STRUCTURAL STEEL 
Dromcollogher, Co Limerick, Republic of Ireland 
Tel 00 353 63 83149 Fax 00 353 63 83170
GORGE FABRICATIONS LTD 
Gorge House, Great Bridge Industrial Estate,  
Toll End Road, Tipton, West Midlands DY4 OHR 
Tel 0121 522 5770 Fax 0121 557 0415
GRAHAM WOOD STRUCTURAL LTD (A 1) 
Lancing Business Park, Chartwell Road, Lancing BN15 8TY 
Tel 01903 755991 Fax 01903 755384
GRAyS ENGINEERING (CONTRACTS) LTD 
Globe Industrial Estate, Rectory Road, Grays, Essex RM17 6ST 
Tel 01375 372411 Fax 01375 375079
D A GREEN & SONS LTD (E F H J N 3 Q1) 
Whaplode, Spalding, Lincs PE12 6TL 
Tel 01406 370585 Fax 01406 370766
GREGG & PATTERSON (ENGINEERS) LTD (Q4) 
Riverside Works, Ballyskeagh Road, Lambeg, Co Antrim BT27 5TD 
Tel 028 9061 8131 Fax 028 9062 2813
HAD-FAB LTD (Q4) 
Macmerry Ind. Est., Tranent, East Lothian EH33 1RD 
Tel 01875 611711 Fax 01875 612711
WILLIAM HALEy ENGINEERING LTD (Q1) 
Bellcombe Works, East Brent,  
nr. Highbridge, Somerset TA9 4DB 
Tel 01278 760591 Fax 01278 760587
HAMBLETON STEEL LTD 
Gatherley Road, Brompton-on-Swale, 
Richmond, North Yorkshire DL10 7JH 
Tel 01748 810598 Fax 01748 810601

WILLIAM HARE LTD (A 0 Q1) 
Brandlesholme House, Brandlesholme Rd, Bury, BL8 1JJ 
Tel 0161 609 0000 Fax 0161 609 0409
M. HASSON & SONS LTD (Q1) 
17 Glebe Rd, Rasharkin, Co. Antrim BT44 8SS 
Tel 028 2957 1281 Fax 028 2957 1575
HENRy SMITH (CONSTRUCTIONAL ENGINEERS) LTD  
(C D E F H J 4) 
Wharton Steelworks, Winsford CW7 3BW 
Tel 01606 592121 Fax 01606 559134
HESCOTT ENGINEERING CO LTD 
Lochlands Viaduct, Larbert, Stirlingshire FK5 3NN 
Tel 01324 556610 Fax 01324 552970
HILLCREST STRUCTURAL LTD 
Hillcrest House, Toynbee Road, Eastleigh, Hants SO50 9DT 
Tel 023 8064 1373 Fax 023 8061 3586
HILLS OF SHOEBURyNESS LTD 
17-19 Towerfield Road, Shoeburyness, Essex  SS3 9QL 
Tel 01702 296321 Fax 01702 297072
HORWICH STEELWORKS LTD 
Unit 10, Horwich Loco Ind. Est.,  
Chorley New Rd, Horwich, Bolton BL6 5UE 
Tel 01204 695989 Fax 01204 669343
JAMES BROS (HAMWORTHy) LTD (E F H J N 4 Q3) 
19 Blandford Rd, Hamworthy, Poole BH15 4AW 
Tel 01202 673815 Fax 01202 684033
JOy STEEL STRUCTURES (LONDON) LTD, 
London Industrial Park, 1 Whitings Way, East Ham, London E6 6LR 
Tel 020 7474 0550 Fax 020 7473 0158
JAMES KILLELEA & CO LTD (C D E F H N 1*) 
Stoneholme Road, Crawshawbooth, Rossendale, Lancs BB4 8BA 
Tel 01706 229411 Fax 01706 228388
T. A. KIRKPATRICK & CO LTD 
Beltenmont, Kirkpatrick-Fleming, Lockerbie DG11 3NQ 
Tel 01461 800275 Fax 01461 800340
LEACH STRUCTURAL STEELWORK LTD 
Brockholes Way, Claughton-on-Brock, nr Preston PR3 0PZ 
Tel 01995 640133 Fax 01995 640719
LEONARD ENGINEERING (BALLyBAy) LTD 
St Patrick’s Street, Ballybay, Co Monaghan, Republic of Ireland 
Tel  00 353 42 974 1099 Fax 00 353 42 974 1001
LOWE ENGINEERING (MIDLAND) LTD 
Bramshall Industrial Estate, Stone Road, 
Bramshall, Staffs ST14 8SH 
Tel 01889 563244 Fax 01889 563554
M D FABRICATIONS LTD 
Queens Hill, Newport, South Wales NP20 5HJ 
Tel 01633 266691 Fax 01633 844612
M&S ENGINEERING LTD 
East Road, Lowthertown, Eastriggs DG12 6TD 
Tel 01461 40111 Fax 01461 40542
TERENCE MCCORMACK LTD (Q1) 
17 Camlough Rd, Newry BT35 6JS 
Tel 028 3026 2261 Fax 028 3026 8177
MALDON MARINE LTD 
Unit 16, West Station Ind. Est., 
Spital Road, Maldon, Essex CM9 6TW 
Tel 01621 859000 Fax 01621 858935
HARRy MARSH (ENGINEERS) LTD 
The Parade, Hendon, Sunderland SR2 8LT  
Tel 0191 510 9797 Fax 0191 510 9798
MIDLAND STEEL STRUCTURES LTD 
Golden Acres Lane, Binley, Coventry CV3 2RT 
Tel 024 7644 5584 Fax 024 7645 9995
MIFFLIN CONSTRUCTION LTD (D E F H M 4) 
Worcester Rd, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 8AY 
Tel 01568 613311 Fax 01568 614935
MILLTOWN ENGINEERING LTD 
Garryhill, Bagenalstown, Co Carlow, Republic of Ireland 
Tel 00 353 59 972 7119  Fax 00 353  59 972 7202
NEWBRIDGE ENGINEERING LTD 
Tees Bay Business Park, Brenda Rd, Hartlepool TS25 2BU 
Tel 01429 866722 Fax 01429 869811
NEWTON FABRICATIONS LTD 
9 York Street, Ayr, Ayrshire KA8 8AN 
Tel 01292 269135  Fax 01292 610258
NORRIS BROS LTD 
Englishtown, Stradbally, Co Waterford, Republic of Ireland 
Tel 00 353 51 291 222  Fax 00 353 51 292 322
NUSTEEL STRUCTURES LTD (B H J K L 4* Q1) 
Lympne, Hythe, Kent CT21 4LR 
Tel 01303 268112 Fax 01303 266098
ON SITE SERvICES (GRAvESEND) LTD (Q4) 
Wharf Road, Denton, Gravesend, Kent DA12 2RU 
Tel 01474 321552 Fax 01474 357778
OvERDALE CONSTRUCTION SERvICES LTD 
Millers Avenue, Brynmenyn Industrial Estate, Bridgend CF32 9TD 
Tel 01656 729229 Fax 01656 722101
PMS FABRICATIONS LTD 
Thomas Lane, Burgh Road Industrial Estate,  
Carlisle, Cumbria  CA2 7NA 
Tel 01228  599090 Fax 01228  599091
HARRy PEERS STEELWORK LTD (Q1) 
Elton St, Mill Hill, Bolton BL2 2BS 
Tel 01204 528393 Fax 01204 362363

BCSA Members

The British Constructional 
Steelwork Association Ltd

BCSA is the national organisation for the steel construction industry. Details 
of BCSA membership and services can be obtained from Gillian Mitchell MBE, 
Deputy Directory General, BCSA, 4 Whitehall  Court, London SW1A 2ES  
Tel: 020 7839 8566   Email: gillian.mitchell@steelconstruction.org

KEy
Categories
A All forms of building  steelwork
B* Bridgework
C Heavy industrial plant structures
D High rise buildings
E Large span portals
F Medium/small span portals and   
 medium rise buildings
H Large span trusswork
J Major tubular steelwork
K Towers
L Architectural metalwork
M Frames for machinery, supports for  
 conveyors, ladders and catwalks
N Grandstands and stadia
S Small fabrications

Quality Assurance   
Certification
Q1 Steel Construction    
Certification Scheme Ltd
Q2 BSI
Q3 Lloyd’s
Q4 Other

Classification Contract Value
10 Up to £40,000
9 Up to £100,000
8 Up to £200,000
7 Up to £400,000
6 Up to £800,000
5 Up to £1,400,000
4 Up to £2,000,000
3 Up to £3,000,000
2 Up to £4,000,000
1 Up to £6,000,000
0 Above £6,000,000

Notes
1 Applicants may be registered in one or more   
 categories to undertake the fabrication and the   
 responsibility for any design and erection of the   
 above.
2 Where an asterisk (*) appears against any   
 company’s classification number, this indicates that  
 the assets required for this classification are those  
 of the parent company.
* For details of bridgework subcategories contact  
 Gillian Mitchell at the BCSA.

you can find email and 
website addresses for all 
these companies at 
www.steelconstruction.org
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PENCRO STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING LTD (Q4) 
Orpinsmill Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim BT39 0SX 
Tel 028 9335 2886 Fax 028 9332 4117
QMEC LTD 
Quarry Road, Bolsover, Nr Chesterfield S44 6NT 
Tel 01246 822228 Fax 01246 827907
RSL (SOUTH WEST) LTD (E F H M 6) 
Millfield Industrial Est., Chard, Somerset TA20 2BB 
Tel 01460 67373 Fax 01460 61669
JOHN REID & SONS (STRUCSTEEL) LTD (A 1) 
296-298 Reid Sreet, Christchurch BH23 2BT 
Tel 01202 483333 Fax 01202 499763
REMNANT ENGINEERING LTD 
Unit 161, Lydney Industrial Estate,  
Harbour Road, Lydney, Gloucestershire GL15 4EJ 
Tel 01594 841160 Fax 01594 843208
RIPPIN LTD 
Thistle Ind. Est., Church Street, Cowdenbeath KY4 8LP 
Tel 01383 518610 Fax 01383 513099
ROBERTS ENGINEERING 
16D Bergen Way, Sutton Fields Ind. Est., Hull HU7 0YQ 
Tel 01482 838240 Fax 01482 830697
J. ROBERTSON & CO LTD (L M S 9) 
Mill Lane, Walton-on-Naze CO14 8PE 
Tel 01255 672855 Fax 01255 850487
ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION (C D E F H 1 Q1) 
Wincanton Close, Ascot Drive, Industrial Estate, Derby DE24 8NJ 
Tel 01332 574711 Fax 01332 861401
ROWECORD ENGINEERING LTD (A B 0 Q1) 
Neptune Works, Uskway, Newport, South Wales NP20 2SS 
Tel 01633 250511 Fax 01633 253219
ROWEN STRUCTURES LTD (A 1) 
Fulwood Road (South), Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 2JW 
Tel 01623 558558 Fax 01623 440404
S H STRUCTURES LTD 
Moor Lane Trading Estate, Sherburn-in-Elmet,  
North Yorkshire LS25 6ES 
Tel 01977 681931 Fax 01977 681930
SIAC BUTLERS STEEL LTD (C D E F H J N 1 Q4) 
Lea Road, Portarlington, Co Laois, Republic of Ireland  
Tel 00 353 57  8623305   Fax 00 353 57 8623207
SIAC TETBURy STEEL LTD (D E F H 4 Q1) 
London Rd, Tetbury, Gloucs GL8 8HH 
Tel 01666 502792 Fax 01666 504246
SELWyN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING LTD 
Tarron Road, Tarron Industrial Estate,  
Moreton, Wirral CH46 4TU 
Tel 0151 678 0236 Fax 0151 678 8959
SEvERFIELD-REEvE STRUCTURES LTD (A 0* Q2) 
Dalton Airfield Industrial Estate, Dalton,  
Thirsk, North Yorkshire YO7 3JN 
Tel 01845 577896 Fax 01845 577411
SHIPLEy FABRICATIONS LTD 
Maddocks Park, Ancaster, Grantham, Lincs NG32 3PL 
Tel 01400 231115 Fax 01400 231220
SNASHALL STEEL FABRICATIONS CO LTD 
Pulham Business Park, Pulham, nr Dorchester, Dorset DT2 7DX 
Tel 01300 345588 Fax 01300 345533
SOUTH DURHAM STRUCTURES LTD 
South Church Enterprise Pk, Dovecot Hill,  
Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL14 6XR 
Tel 01388 777350 Fax 01388 775225
STEEL & ROOFING SySTEMS LTD 
Kilkenny Road, Castlecomer, Co  Kilkenny, Republic of Ireland 
Tel 00 353 56 444 1855  Fax 00 353  56 444 1860
TAyLOR & RUSSELL LTD 
Stonebridge Mill, Longridge PR3 3AQ 
Tel 01772 782295 Fax 01772 785341
THE AA GROUP LTD 
Priorswood Place, East Pimbo, Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 9QB 
Tel 01695 50123 Fax 01695 50133
THE STEEL PEOPLE LTD 
Unit 3E, Priory Park, Mills Road, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7PP 
Tel 01622 715900 Fax 01622 715905
TRADITIONAL STRUCTURES LTD 
(D E F H J K N 5 Q1) 
Findel Works, Landywood Lane, Cheslyn Hay,  
Walsall, West Midlands WS6 7AJ 
Tel 01922 414172 Fax 01922 410211
PADDy WALL & SONS  
Waterford Road Business Park,Waterford Road,  
New Ross, Co Wexford, Republic of Ireland 
Tel 00 353 51 420 515  Fax 00 353 51 420 516
WARLEy CONSTRUCTION COMPANy LTD (F L 7)  
Swinborne Road, Burnt Mills Industrial Estate,  
Basildon, Essex SS13 1LD 
Tel 01268 726060 Fax 01268 725285
WALTER WATSON LTD (Q4) 
Greenfield Works, Ballylough Rd, Castlewellan,  
Co Down BT31 9JQ 
Tel 028 4377 8711 Fax 028 4377 2050
WATSON STEEL STRUCTURES LTD (A B 0* Q1)  
PO Box 9, Lostock Lane, Bolton BL6 4BL 
Tel 01204 699999 Fax 01204 694543
WESTBURy PARK ENGINEERING LTD 
Brook Lane, Westbury, Wilts BA13 4ES 
Tel 01373 825500 Fax 01373 825511
WESTOK LTD 
Horbury Junction Ind Est, Horbury Junction, Wakefield WF4 5ER 
Tel 01924 264121 Fax 01924 280030
JOHN WICKS & SON LTD 
Unit 1, Crabbers Cross, Rattery, South Brent, Devon TQ10 9JZ 
Tel 01364 72907 Fax 01364 73054
WIG ENGINEERING LTD 
Barnfield, Akeman Street, Chesterton, Oxon OX26 1TE 
Tel 01869 320515 Fax 01869 320513
H. yOUNG STRUCTURES LTD (C E F H J N 6) 
Ayton Road, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 0RD 
Tel 01953 601881 Fax 01953 607842

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
ALBION SECTIONS LTD (Q4) 
Albion Rd, West Bromwich,West Midlands B70 8BD 
Tel 0121 553 1877 Fax 0121 553 5507
AyRSHIRE METAL PRODUCTS (DAvENTRy) LTD (Q1) 
Royal Oak Way, Daventry NN11 5NR 
Tel 01327 300990 Fax 01327 300885
BARNSHAW PLATE BENDING CENTRE LTD (Q2) 
Corporation Rd, Audenshaw,Manchester M34 5LR 
Tel 0161 320 9696 Fax 0161 335 0918
CELLBEAM LTD  
Unit 516, Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7DB 
Tel 01937 840614  Fax 01937 840608
COMPOSITE PROFILES UK LTD  
15 Moor Road, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8AZ 
Tel 01202 659237  Fax 01202 659288
CORUS PANELS & PROFILES (Q1) 
Severn Drive, Tewkesbury Business Park,  
Tewksbury, Glos GL20 8TX 
Tel 01684 856600 Fax 01684 856601
FLI PRODUCTS 
Waterwells Drive, Waterwells Business Park,  
Gloucester GL2 2AA 
Tel 01452 722200 Fax 01452 722244
FABSEC LTD 
1st Floor, Unit 3, Calder Close,  
Calder Business Park, Wakefield WF4 3BA 
Tel 0845 094 2530 Fax 0845 094 2533
HI–SPAN LTD 
Ayton Rd, Wymondham NR18 0RD 
Tel 01953 603081 Fax 01953 607842
INTELLIGENT ENGINEERING (UK) LTD 
Shire House, West  Common, Gerrards Cross, Bucks  SL9 7QN 
Tel 01753 890575 Fax 01753 899056
KINGSPAN METL-CON LTD (Q4) 
Sherburn, Malton, N. Yorkshire YO17 8PQ 
Tel 01944 712000 Fax 01944 710555
RICHARD LEES STEEL DECKING LTD 
Moor Farm Rd West, The Airfield, Ashbourne,  
Derbyshire DE6 1HD 
Tel 01335 300999 Fax 01335 300888
MSW STRUCTURAL FLOOR SySTEMS 
Acton Grove, Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 1FY 
Tel 0115 946 2316 Fax 0115 946 2278
METSEC PLC (Q2) 
Broadwell Rd, Oldbury, West Mids B69 4HE 
Tel 0121 601 6000 Fax 0121 601 6181
STRUCTURAL METAL DECKS LTD 
The Outlook, Ling  Road, Tower Park, Poole, Dorset BH12 4PY 
Tel 01202 718898 Fax 01202 714980
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS LTD (Q1) 
PO Box 92, Downing St, Smethwick, Warley B66 2PA 
Tel 0121 555 1342 Fax 0121 555 1341
STUDWELDERS LTD 
Millennium Hse, Severn Link Distribution Centre, Newhouse Farm 
Ind Est, Chepstow, Monmouthshire NP16 6UN 
Tel 01291 626048 Fax 01291 629979
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
COMPUTER SERvICES  
CONSULTANTS (UK) LTD 
Yeadon House, New St, Pudsey, Leeds, LS28 8AQ 
Tel 0113 239 3000 Fax 0113 236 0546
PSyCLE INTERACTIvE LTD 
The Stable House, Whitewell, Whitchurch, Shropshire SY13 3AQ 
Tel 01948 780120 Fax 08701 640156
RAM INTERNATIONAL (EUROPE) LTD 
4 Woodside Place, Glasgow G3 7QF 
Tel 0141 353 5168 Fax 0141 353 5112
STEEL PROJECTS UK LTD 
Lupton Court, Prospect Court, Ossett, Wakefield  WF5 8AF 
Tel 01924 282008 Fax 01924 282007
TEKLA (UK) LTD 
Tekla House, Cliffe Park Way, Morley, Leeds LS27 0RY 
Tel 0113 307 1200 Fax 0113 307 1201
DESIGN SERvICES
ARRO-CAD LTD 
Bretby Business Park, Ashby Road,  
Bretby, Burton-on-Trent DE15 0YZ 
Tel 01283 558206 Fax 01283 558207
DEvELOPMENT DESIGN DETAILING SERvICES LTD 
171 Bradshawgate, Bolton, Lancs BL2 1BH 
Tel 01204 396606 Fax 01204 396634
STEEL PRODUCERS
CORUS CONSTRUCTION & INDUSTRIAL 
Frodingham House, PO Box 1, 
Brigg Road, Scunthorpe DN16 1BP 
Tel 01724 404040 Fax 01724 404229
CORUS TUBES 
PO Box 101, Weldon Rd, Corby, Northants NN17 SUA 
Tel 01536 402121
MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
FICEP (UK) LTD 
10 The Courtyards, Victoria Park, Victoria Road, Leeds LS14 2LB 
Tel 0113 265 3921 Fax 0113 265 3913
KALTENBACH LTD 
6-8 Brunel Road, Bedford MK41 9TJ 
Tel 01234 213201 Fax 01234 351226
PEDDINGHAUS CORPORATION UK LTD 
Unit 6, Queensway Link, Stafford Park 17, Telford TF3 3DN 
Tel 01952 200377 Fax 01952 292877
RöSLER UK 
Unity Grove, Knowsley Business Park,  
Prescot, Merseyside L34 9GT 
Tel 0151 482 0444 Fax 0151 482 4444

vOORTMAN UK LTD 
Unit 5, Mercian Park, Felspar Rd,  
Amington Rd, Tamworth B77 4DP 
Tel 01827 63300 Fax 01827 65565
PROTECTIvE SySTEMS
FORWARD PROTECTIvE COATINGS LTD 
Vernon St., Shirebrook, Mansfield, Notts NG20 8SS 
Tel 01623 748323 Fax 01623 748730
INTERNATIONAL PAINT LTD 
Protective Coatings, Stoneygate Lane,  
Felling, Gateshead NE10 0JY 
Tel 0191 469 6111 Fax 0191 495 0676
LEIGH’S PAINTS 
Tower Works, Kestor Street, Bolton BL2 2AL 
Tel 01204 521771 Fax 01204 382115
PPG PROTECTIvE & MARINE COATINGS 
Micro House, Station Approach, Wood Street North,  
Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 7JR   
Tel: 01773 837300  Fax: 01773 837302
SIGMAKALON MARINE & PROTECTIvE COATINGS UK LTD 
4 Vimy Court, Vimy Road, Leighton Buzzard LU7 1FG 
Tel 01525 375234 Fax 01525 378595
SITE COAT SERvICES LTD 
Unit 11, Old Wharf Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7AA 
Tel 01476 577473 Fax 01476 577642
JACK TIGHE LTD 
Kirk Sandall Ind. Est., Kirk Sandall, Doncaster DN3 1QR 
Tel 01302 880360 Fax 01302 880370
WEDGE GROUP GALvANIZING 
c/o Worksop Galvanizing Claylands Avenue, 
Worksop, Notts S81 7BQ 
Tel 01909 486384 Fax 01909 482540
WELLS PROTECTIvE COATINGS LTD 
Unit 21, Wright Business Park, Carr Hill, Doncaster DN4 8DE 
Tel 01302 733611 Fax 01302 733639
SAFETy SySTEMS
COMBISAFE INTERNATIONAL LTD 
Unit 1, Zone A, Cheaney Drive, Grange Park,  
Northampton NN4 5FB 
Tel 01604 660600 Fax 01604 662960
EASI-EDGE 
Ollerton Rd, Tuxford, Newark, Notts NG22 OPQ 
Tel 01777 870901 Fax 01777 872047
STEEL STOCKHOLDERS
ADvANCED STEEL SERvICES LTD 
South Ribble Industrial Estate, Capitol Way,  
Preston, Lancs PR5 4AJ 
Tel 01772 259822 Fax 01772 259561
ALTERNATIvE STEEL CO LTD 
Dobson Park Way, Ince, Wigan WN2 2DY 
Tel 01942 610601  Fax 01942 821999
ASD METAL SERvICES – EDINBURGH 
24 South Gyle Crescent, Edinburgh EH12 9EB 
Tel 0131 459 3200 Fax 0131 459 3266
ASD METAL SERvICES – BODMIN 
Unit 13, Cooksland Ind. Est., Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2PZ 
Tel 01208 77066 Fax 01208 77416
ASD METAL SERvICES – LONDON 
Thames Wharf, Dock Road, London E16 1AF 
Tel 020 7476 9444 Fax 020 7476 0239
ASD METAL SERvICES – CARLISLE 
Unit C, Earls Way, Kingsmoor Park Central,  
Kingstown, Cumbria CA6 4SE 
Tel 01228 674766 Fax 01228 674197
ASD METAL SERvICES – HULL 
Gibson Lane, Melton, North Ferriby, E. Yorkshire HU14 3HX 
Tel 01482 633360 Fax 01482 633370
ASD METAL SERvICES – GRIMSBy 
Estate Road No. 5, South Humberside Industrial Estate,  
Grimsby DN31 2TX 
Tel 01472 353851 Fax 01472 240028
ASD METAL SERvICES – BIDDULPH 
PO Box 2, Tunstall Road, Biddulph, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST8 6JZ 
Tel 01782 515152 Fax 01782 522240
ASD METAL SERvICES – DURHAM 
Drum Road, Drum Industrial Estate,  
Chester-le-Street, Co. Durham DH2 1ST 
Tel 0191 492 2322 Fax 0191 410 0126
ASD METAL SERvICES – CARDIFF 
East Moors Road, Cardiff CF1 5SP 
Tel 029 2046 0622 Fax 029 2049 0105
ASD METAL SERvICES – STALBRIDGE 
Station Rd, Stalbridge, Dorset DT10 2RW 
Tel 01963 362646 Fax 01963 363260
ASD METAL SERvICES – NORFOLK 
Hamlin Way, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE30 4LQ 
Tel 01553 761431 Fax 01553 692394
ASD METAL SERvICES – ExETER 
Sidmouth Road, Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1AD 
Tel 01395 233366 Fax 01395 233367
ASD METAL SERvICES – DAvENTRy 
Royal Oak Ind. Est., Daventry, Northants NN11 5QQ 
Tel 01327 876021 Fax 01327 87612
ASD METAL SERvICES – TIvIDALE 
Tipton Road, Tividale, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 3HU 
Tel 0121 520 1231 Fax 0121 520 5664
AUSTIN TRUMANNS STEEL LTD 
Moss Lane, Walkden, Manchester M28 5NH 
Tel 0161 790 4821 Fax 0161 799 0411
BARRETT STEEL SERvICES LTD 
Barrett House, Cutler Heights Lane,  
Dudley Hill, Bradford BD4 9HU 
Tel 01274 682281  Fax 01274 651205
BROWN MCFARLANE LTD 
Ladywell Works, New Century Street, Hanley,  
Stoke-on-Trent ST1 5QH 
Tel 01782 289909 Fax 01782 289804

CELTIC STEEL SERvICES 
Caerphilly Road, Ystrad Mynach, Mid Glamorgan CF82 6EP 
Tel 01443  812181 Fax 01443  812558
CORUS BELLSHILL 
Mossend Engineering Works, Unthank Road, Bellshill,   
North Lanarkshire ML4 1DJ 
Tel. 01698 748424. Fax 01698 747191
CORUS BLACKBURN 
Unit 5, Walker Road, Blackamoor Road,  
Guide, Blackburn BB1 2QE 
Tel 01254 55161 Fax 01254 670836
CORUS BRISTOL 
Badminton Rd Trading Est., Yate,Bristol BS37 5JU 
Tel 01454 315314 Fax 01454 325181
CORUS DARTFORD 
Farnigham Road Station, South Darenth,nr Dartford DA4 9LD 
Tel 01322 227272 Fax 01322 864893
CORUS NEWCASTLE 
Chainbridge Road Industrial Estate,  
Blaydon-on-Tyne, Tyne & Wear NE21 5SS 
Tel 0191 414 2121 Fax 0191 414 2210
CORUS STOURTON 
Wakefield Rd, Stourton, Leeds LS10 1AY 
Tel 0113 276 0660 Fax 0113 272 4418
CORUS WEDNESFIELD 
The Steelpark, Steelpark Way, Wednesfield,  
Wolverhampton WV11 3BR 
Tel 01902 484000 Fax 01902 484288
LASERTUBE CUTTING 
Unit 8, Autobase Industrial Estate, Tipton Road,  
Tividale, West Midlands B69 3HU 
Tel 0121 601 5000  Fax 0121 601 5001
NATIONAL TUBE STOCKHOLDERS LTD 
Dalton Industrial Estate, Dalton, Thirsk, North Yorkshire YO7 3HE 
Tel 01845 577440  Fax 01845 577165
NEWTON STEEL STOCK LTD 
Landshire Lane, Gibbs Marsh Trading Estate,  
Henstridge, Somerset BA8 0TN 
Tel 01963 365028  Fax 01963 365034
PORTWAy STEEL SERvICES 
The Stables, Brook Farm, Westerleigh, Bristol BS37 8QH 
Tel 01454  311442  Fax 01454 311445
RAINHAM STEEL CO LTD 
Kathryn House, Manor Way, Rainham, Essex RM13 8RE 
Tel 01708 522311  Fax 01708 559024
SOUTH PARK STEEL SERvICES 
Thomson House, Faraday Street 
Birchwood Park, Warrington WA3 6GA 
Tel 01925 817000  Fax 01925 818844
SOUTH PARK STEEL SERvICES 
South Park Road, South Park Industrial Estate,  
Scunthorpe  DN17 2BY 
Tel 01724 810810  Fax 01724 810081
STEELSTOCK (BURTON ON TRENT) LTD 
Ryder Close, Cadley Hill Road, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE11 9EU 
Tel 01283 226161  Fax 01283 550406
STRUTHERS & CARTER LTD 
Erimus Works, Valletta Street, Hedon Road, Hull HU9 5NU 
Tel 01482 795171  Fax 01482 786186
STRUCTURAL FASTENERS
ANDREWS FASTENERS LTD 
Latchmore Park, Latchmore Road, Leeds LS12 6DN 
Tel 0113 246 9992  Fax 0113 243 6463
BAPP GROUP LTD 
Unit 15, Darton Business Park, Darton,  
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S75 5NQ 
Tel 01226 383824  Fax 01226 390004
COOPER & TURNER LTD 
Sheffield Road, Sheffield S9 1RS 
Tel 0114 256 0057  Fax 0114 244 5529
LINDAPTER INTERNATIONAL 
Lindsay House, Brackenbeck Road, Bradford BD7 2NF 
Tel 01274 521444  Fax 01274 521130
TENSION CONTROL BOLTS LTD 
Whitchurch Business Park, Shakespeare Way,  
Whitchurch, Shropshire SY13 1LJ 
Tel 01948 667700 Fax 01948 667744

CORPORATE MEMBERS
BALFOUR BEATTy  
POWER NETWORKS LTD 
Tel 01332 661491
GRIFFITHS & ARMOUR 
Tel 0151 236 5656
HIGHWAyS AGENCy 
Tel 08457 504030
ROGER POPE ASSOCIATES 
Tel 01752 263636
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The Steel Construction Institute develops and promotes the 
effective use of steel in construction. It is an independent, 
membership-based organisation. Membership is drawn from 
all sectors of the construction industry; this provides beneficial 
contacts both within the UK and internationally. Its corporate 
members enjoy access to unique expertise and free practical 
advice which contributes to their own efficiency and profitability. 
They also recieve an initial free copy of most SCI publications, 
and discounts on subsequent copies and on courses. Its 
multi-disciplinary staff of 45 skilled engineers and architects 
is available to provide technical advice to members on steel 
construction in the following areas:

•	 Technical	Support	for		 	
 Architects
•	 Bridge	Engineering
•	 Building	Interfaces
•	 Civil	Engineering
•	 Codes	and	Standards
•	 Composite	Construction
•	 Connections
•	 Construction	Practice
•	 Corrosion	Protection
•	 Fabrication
•	 Health	&	Safety	—	best		 	
 practice

•	 Information	Technology
•	 Fire	Engineering
•	 Light	Steel	and	Modular		 	
 Construction
•	 Offshore	Hazard		 	
 Engineering
•	 Offshore	Structural	Design
•	 Piling	and	Foundations
•	 Specialist	Analysis
•	 Stainless	Steel
•	 Steelwork	Design
•	 Sustainability
•	 Vibration

Details of SCI Membership and services are available from:
Pat Ripley, Membership Manager, The Steel Construction 
Institute, Silwood Park, Ascot, Berks.
Telephone: +44 (0) 1344 636509 Fax: +44 (0) 1344 636570
Email: pat.ripley@steel-sci.com  Website: www.steel-sci.com

All full members of the BCSA are automatically members of the SCI. Their contact details are listed on the BCSA Members pages

SCI Members

CORPORATE MEMBERS 

3E Consulting Engineers Ltd
The AA Group Ltd
A B Dailey Son & Clarke
A C Bacon Engineering Ltd
A Dawber Limited
A. Steadman & Son Ltd
Aberdeenshire Council
Abraham Consulting Engineers
ACE (Leicester)
AceCad Software Ltd
ACL Structures Ltd
Adams Kara Taylor Ltd
Adey Steel Ltd
ADP Consulting Engineers Ltd
Adstone Construction Ltd
Advanced Fabrications (Poyle) LTD*
Air Products PLC
Aker Kvaerner - E&C Europe
AKSWard
Alan Baxter & Associates
Alan Conisbee & Associates
Alan Dick & Co Ltd
Alan Johnston Partnership
Alcock Lees Partnership
Allerton Engineering Ltd
Allott Brothers & Leigh
Allslade Plc
AMEC Design and Management
AMECNNC
AMP Consultants
Andrew Dust Structural Engineers
Andrew Howard & Partners
Andrew Waring Associates
The Angle Ring Company Ltd
Apex Steel Structures Ltd
Arromax Structures Ltd
Arrow Structural Framing Sales Ltd
Arup
ASA Steel Structures Ltd
Asme Engineering Ltd
Associated Structural Design
Atkins
Atkins MSL Engineering Ltd
Atlas Ward Structures Ltd
Atlasco Constructional Engineers Ltd
AWE Plc
AWF Steel Ltd
Aylesbury Vale District Council
Ayrshire Metal Products Plc

B D Structures Limited
B W Industries Ltd
BAA Plc
Balfour Beatty Rail Projects Ltd
Ballykine Structural Engineers Ltd
Banro Sections Ltd
Barnshaw Section Benders Ltd
Barrett Steel Buildings Ltd
Barretts of Aspley Ltd
Baxter Glaysher Consulting
BDS Steel Detailers
Bechtel Ltd
Benaim
Bentley Systems

Beresford Dunne Consultants Ltd
Bestech Systems Ltd
BHC Limited
Billington Structures Ltd
Birmingham City Council
Black & Veatch Ltd
Blyth & Blyth Consulting
Bodycote Metallurgical Coatings
Bolton Priestley
Bone Steel Ltd
Border Steelwork Structures Ltd
Bourne Steel Ltd
The Brazier Holt Partnership Ltd
Bridgetown Developments Ltd
The British Constructional Steelwork   
 Association Ltd
British Energy Plc
British Nuclear Group
British Stainless Steel Association
Briton Fabricators Ltd
Browne Structures Ltd
Brunner Mond UK Limited
BSB Structural Ltd
Building Design Partnership
Bunyan Meyer & Partners Ltd
Buro Happold
Burroughs Stewart Associates
Butterley Ltd
BWB Consulting Ltd

C.S.C. Engineers Ltd
CADS (Computer & Design Services Ltd)
Cairnhill Structures Ltd
Caledonian Building Systems
Cameron Taylor
CampbellReith
Capita Gwent Consultancy Ltd
Capita Symonds
Cardiff County Council
Cardiff University
Carl Bro
Carnaby Steel Structures
Carter Design Group
Cass Hayward LLP
Caunton Engineering Ltd
CB&I UK Ltd
CEL International Ltd
Cheshire County Council
Chieftain Contracts Ltd
CIRIA
City University
Civil & Structural Computer Services Ltd
Clarke Bond Group Limited
Clarke Nicholls & Marcel
Clarkslegal LLP
Clegg Associates
Cleveland Bridge UK Limited
Collis Engineering Ltd
Compass Engineering Ltd
Complete Design Partnership Ltd
Conder Structures Ltd
Conwy County Borough Council
Cordell Group Ltd
Cornwall County Council
Corus Group plc
Coventry Construction Ltd

Coventry University
Crown Structural Engineering Ltd
CSC (UK) Ltd
Cundall
Curtins Consulting Engineers
Custom Metal Fabrications Ltd
CWT Partnership

D A Green & Sons Ltd
D H Structures Ltd
D J Hartigan & Associates Ltd
Dalton Consultants
Deakin Walton Limited
Defence Estates
Denningfield Limited
Devon County Council
Devonport Management Ltd
Dewhurst Macfarlane and Partners
DGK Structures
DGT Steel & Cladding Ltd
Discain Project Services Ltd
Dorman Long Technology Ltd
Dougall Baillie Associates
Doyle Partnership
Dundee City Council

Eastwood & Partners
Edmund Nuttall Ltd
Elland Steel Structures Ltd
Elliott Wood Partnership LLP
Emmett Fabrications Ltd
Engineered Offsite Limited
Engineering Solutions Partnership
Evadx Ltd
Evans & Langford LLP
Expedition Engineering Limited

F J Booth & Partners Ltd
F J Samuely & Partners Ltd
Faber Maunsell
Fabsec Limited
Fairfield-Mabey Ltd
Fisher Engineering Ltd
Flint & Neill Partnership
Fluid Structural Engineers
Fluor Ltd
Foggo Associates Ltd
Fothergill
Frank H Dale Ltd

Galvanizers Association
Gardenwood Ltd
Gary Gabriel Associates
George Mathieson Associates
Gibbs Engineering Ltd
Gifford & Partners Ltd
Glasgow Caledonian University
Glentworth Fabrications Ltd
GME Structures Ltd
Goodwin Steel Castings Ltd
Gorge Fabrications Ltd
Graham Wood Structural Ltd
Grays Engineering (Contracts) Ltd
Green & Tempest
Gregg & Patterson (Engineers) Ltd

H Young Structures Ltd
Had-Fab Ltd
Halcrow Group Ltd
Halcrow Yolles
Hallmason Design Ltd
Hambleton Steel Ltd
Hanson Building Products Ltd
Harley Haddow
Harold Newsome Ltd
Harry Marsh (Engineers) Ltd
Harry Peers Steelwork Ltd
Haskoning UK Limited
Hawkes Construction Co
HBG Design Ltd
Henrob Limited
Henry Smith (CE) Ltd
Hescott Engineering Company Ltd
Highcliffe Court Design Ltd
High-Point Rendel
Hillcrest Structural Ltd
Hills of Shoeburyness Ltd
HOP Consulting Ltd
Horwich Steelworks Ltd
HOSDB
HSP Consulting
Hurst Peirce & Malcolm LLP
Hyder Consulting (UK) Ltd

Imperial College London
Integer Software Limited
Inverclyde Council

J Robertson & Co Ltd
Jacobs Babtie
James Bros (Hamworthy) Ltd
James Killelea & Co Ltd
James Lupton Consultants
Jenkins & Potter
John Reid & Sons (Strucsteel) Ltd
John Wicks & Son Ltd
Jordan Pritchard Gorman
Joy Steel Structures (London) Ltd

Kellogg Brown & Root Ltd
Kenneth Brown & Partners
Kier Engineering Services
Kingspan Metl-Con Limited
Kingston University
Knapp Hicks & Partners Ltd

The Laser Cutting Company Ltd
Leach Structural Steelwork Ltd
Leighs Paints
Leonard Cooper Ltd
Les Gooding Design Associates
Lindab Building Systems
Lindapter International
Liverpool John Moores University
London Borough of Hillingdon
Lowe Engineering (Midland) Ltd

M & S Engineering Ltd
M D Fabrications Ltd
M Hasson & Sons Ltd
Mace Ltd
Maldon Marine Ltd
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Manchester City Council
Martin Healer Development Services Ltd
Martin Stockley Associates
Maslen Brennan Henshaw
Mason Navarro Partnership
Mech Tool Engineering Ltd
Melliss LLP
Metals Industry Skills & Performance
Metek Building Systems
Metronet Rail SSL Ltd
Metsec Plc
Michael Barclay Partnership
Midland Steel Structures Ltd
Midland Structural Services
Mifflin Construction Ltd
Mike Curnow
Mitchell McFarlane & Partners
MJM Consulting Engineers Ltd
MLM Maddocks Lusher & Matthews
Molabolt
Morgan Est
Mott MacDonald
MSW (UK) Ltd

Napier University
Newbridge Engineering Ltd
Newton Fabrications Ltd
Nolan Associates
Norder Design Associates Limited
Nottingham Trent University
NPS North East Limited
NRM Bobrowski 
Nusteel Structures Ltd
NW Structural Consultants Ltd

On Site Services (Gravesend) Ltd
Overdale Construction Services Ltd
Owen Williams Consultants
Oxford Brookes University

Pace Structures Ltd
Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd
Paul Reading & Partners
Pell Frischmann Consultants Ltd
Pencro Structural Engineering Ltd
PEP Civil & Structures Ltd
Peter Brett Associates
Peter Taylor & Partners Ltd
Pick Everard
Pinnacle Consulting Engineers Ltd
Plandescil Ltd
PMS Fabrications Ltd
Portakabin Ltd
Portal Ltd
Powerwall Systems Limited
Price & Myers Consulting Engineers Llp
Pyper McLarnon Partnership

QMEC Ltd
Queen’s University Belfast

R G Parkins & Partners Ltd
RAM International (Europe) Ltd
Ramage Young Limited
Remnant Engineering Ltd
Renfrewshire Council
Richard Lees Steel Decking Ltd
Richard Wood Engineering Ltd
Rigby & Partners
Rippin Ltd
RLT Engineering Consultants Ltd
RMJM Scotland Ltd
Robert Bird & Partners
Robert Tucker Associates
Roberts Engineering
Robinson Construction
Robobat UK Ltd
Roger Bullivant Ltd
Rowecord Engineering Ltd
Rowen Structures Ltd
Royal School of Military Engineering
RPS Burks Green
RPS Consulting Engineers
RSL (South West) Ltd

S H Structures Ltd
Scott White & Hookins
Scott Wilson Ltd
Selwyn Construction Engineering Ltd
Severfield-Reeve Structures Ltd
Sheffield City Council
Shell UK Exploration & Production
Sherwood & Casson Ltd
Shipley Fabrications Ltd
SIAC Tetbury Steel Ltd
Sir Robert McAlpine Design Group
Skanska Technology
Skidmore Owings & Merrill Inc.
SKM anthony hunts
Snashall Steel Fabrications

South Durham Structures Ltd
South Lincs Consulting Ltd
The Steel People Ltd
Stewart & Harris
Stirling Maynard & Partners
Structural Design Associates
Structural Design Partnership
Structural Metal Decks Ltd
Structural Sections Ltd
Surrey County Council
Survey Design Associates Ltd

T A Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Taylor & Russell Ltd
Teague & Sally Limited
Techniker Ltd
Tekla (UK) Ltd
Tension Control Bolts Ltd
Terence McCormack Ltd
Terrapin Ltd
Terrell International
Thomas Morgan & Associates
Thomasons LLP
Tony Gee & Partners LLP
TPS Consult Ltd
Traditional Structures Ltd

University of Aberdeen
University of Birmingham
University of Bolton
University of Bristol
University of Dundee
University of East London
University of Edinburgh
University of Greenwich
University of Leeds
University of Liverpool
The University of Manchester
University of Nottingham
University of Paisley
University of Plymouth
University of Portsmouth
University of Salford
University of Sheffield
University of Southampton
University of Surrey
University of the West of England
University of Wales Swansea
University of Warwick
URS Corporation Ltd

Vertex Systems

W A Fairhurst & Partners
W F Brown Associates Ltd
W S Britland & Co Ltd
Wakefield MDC Building Control
Walsh Associates
Walter Watson Ltd
Warley Construction Co Ltd
Waterman Structures Ltd
Watson Steel Structures Ltd
WCJ Engineers
Wessex Structural Services Ltd
Westbury Park Engineering Ltd
Westok Ltd
Whitbybird
White Young Green Consulting Ltd
WIG Engineering Ltd
William Haley Engineering Ltd
William Hare Ltd
William J Marshall & Partners
The Willocks Practice
The Wood Boyle Partnership
Wright Associates
WSP Group

ORGANISATIONS   
WITH MEMBER SERvICE 
AGREEMENTS WITH THE SCI

Construction Industry Directorate
Health & Safety Executive (HSE) 
Highways Agency
Institution of Structural Engineers

INTERNATIONAL   
CORPORATE MEMBERS

Australia
Australian Steel Institute
BlueScope Steel Research
Cocciardi Pty Ltd*

Belgium
Bocad Service International S A

International Iron & Steel Institute (IISI)
Staalinfocentrum - Centre Information  
 Acier

Brazil
Brazilian Centre of Steel Construction   
 (CBCA)
CODEME Engenharia S.A.
Gerdau Acominas S.A.
Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto
Universidade de Sao Paulo
USIMINAS

Canada
Canadian Institute of Steel Construction

Chile
Construcciones Y Montajes S.A 
(COYMSA)

Croatia
Institut Gradevinarstva Hrvatske d.d.

Egypt
Project Management Systems

Finland
HAMK University of Applied Sciences*
Rautaruukki Oyj
Seinajoki Polytechnic
VTT Building and Transport

France
CTICM
Terrell International

Germany
Bauen mit Stahl e.V.
Stahl + Verbundbau gmbh

Greece
Computer Control Systems SA
Democritus University of Thrace
K.Liaromatis SA
Maraveas & Associates SA
Metallostegastiki SA
Technical Chamber of Greece (TEE)

Hong Kong
Arup Group
Corus Asia Ltd
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
WSP Asia

India
Bechtel Overseas Corporation
Institute for Steel Development & Growth

Ireland
Andrew Mannion Structural   
 Engineers Ltd
Barrett Mahony Consulting Engineers Ltd
Barry Kelleher & Associates
C S Pringle Consulting Engineers
Corus Ireland
Coyle Kennedy Ltd
DBFL Consulting Engineers Ltd
Denis O’Sullivan & Associates
Downes Associates
Duggan Steel
ESB International Ltd
Fox Bros Engineering Ltd
Frank Fox & Associates
Fusion Building Solutions
Goggin Buckley Structural Steel
Hanley Pepper Consulting Engineers
Hayes Higgins Partnership
J B Barry & Partners Limited
Jacobs Engineering
Joda Engineering Consultants
Kilgallen & Partners Consulting   
 Engineers Ltd
Leonard Engineering (Ballybay) Ltd
McCabe Delaney
The McKenna Pearce Practice
Michael Punch & Partners
Milltown Engineering Ltd
National University of Ireland, Galway
Nestor Kelly
Newell Roofing Products
Norris Bros Ltd
O’Connor Sutton Cronin
Oliver Russell & Associates Ltd
Paddy Wall & Sons
Pat O’Gorman & Associates 
Project Management Ltd
RPS Consulting Engineers Ltd
SIAC Butlers Steel Ltd
Stanta Limited
Steel & Roofing Systems Ltd

T J O’Connor & Associates
TOBIN Consulting Engineers
Walsh Draughting Services Ltd

Italy
Politecnico Di Milano
Universita Degli Studi Di Trento

Kenya
David Engineering Ltd
Steel Structures Ltd

Korea
Hyundai Steel Company
Korea University

Principality of Liechtenstein
HILTI AG

Lithuania
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University

Malaysia
Corus Asia Ltd
Malaysian Structural Steel Association
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia

Malta
TBA Periti

The Netherlands
Bouwen met Staal
Delft University of Technology

New Zealand
Heavy Engineering Research Association

Norway
Tee Consult Holding AS

Pakistan
Metecno Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd

Portugal
Universidade de Aveiro
Universidade de Coimbra – Polo II

Qatar
Metalex Trading & Contracting Co. W.L.L

Romania
Altiscad SRL

Republic of Singapore
Corus South East Asia Pte Ltd
Jurong Engineering Ltd
LSW Consulting Engineers
Ngee Ann Polytechnic 
Singapore Structural Steel Society

South Africa
Southern African Institute of Steel   
 Construction
Tricom Structures

Spain
In Hoc Signo Vinces, S.L.
ITEA
University of Navarra

Sweden
Luleå University of Technology
Swedish Institute of Steel Construction

Turkey
CIMTAS Celik Imalat Montaj Ve   
 Tesisat A.S.
UMO Architecture Engineering and   
 Consulting Ltd Co

United Arab Emirates
Corus Middle East
GINCO Steel L.L.C.
Techno Steel Construction Co
WSP Middle East Ltd

USA
American Institute of Steel   
 Construction Inc
American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI)
Corus America Inc
Epic Metals Corporation
Steel Recycling Institute

*New corporate members since last long 
list in January 2007 issue
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We cover more…

FabTrol MRP has been a market leader in the supply of management information

from over 1000 fabricators.

FabTrol MRP is a truly integrated and scaleable solution that incorporates all the 
key business functions involved in the steel fabrication process.

By improving the quality and availability of management and operational 
information, FabTrol MRP users are proven to reduce operating costs whilst 
increasing their effectiveness.

For more information on our software please visit our website

www.cscworld.com or contact us on +44 (0)113 239 3000.

WWW.cscworld.com

CSC (UK) Limited
Yeadon House, New Street, Pudsey, Leeds LS28 8AQ. England
tel   +44 (0)113 239 3000     fax   +44 (0)113 236 0546
e-mail   sales@cscworld.com     website   WWW.cscworld.com

This 5,500 tonnes roof assembly
was delivered on time using
FabTrol MRP software

Estimating 

Drawing Management 
& 3D Model Imports

Project Management

Material Management 

Production Management  

LEARN MORE ONLINE 
Read our white paper on “Applying 
Lean Manufacturing Concepts to Steel
Fabrication“ at www.cscworld.com/lean

More users, more features, more productivity.

CP143 CSC Fabtrol Ad.qxd  26/5/06  09:08  Page 1

software to the steel fabrication industry for the last 25 years. It is one of the world’s 
most extensively used and feature-rich MIS solutions, representing best practice 


